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NUMERICAL INTEGRATION OF SYSTEMS OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF
CHEMICAL KINETICS.

I, Methods of integration of equations of chemical kinetics
u-sing a computer.

As is well known, the mathemematical description of chemi-
cal reactions uses the derivatives of concentration (the rate
of the reaction) and their relationship to the numerical val-
ues for the concenrtrations themselves. The choice of differ-
ential and not integral equations for the description of
chemical processes is based on the consideration that the
quantities d1 (t) have a completely clear physical meaning,
while the parameters of the integral equation establish only
the fact that the concentrations themselves are some sort of
functions of time: cj = c4(t), where j = 1, 2p,...,n, n being
the number of components taking part in the reaction.

Coefficients called constants of speeds of chemital reac-
tions are a part of sets of differential equations which fix
the dependence in time of c on other concentrations. With-
out the use of a computer t~e solution of such sets of dif-
ferential equations for complex chemical reactions is, as a
rule, impossible. The differential equations are replaced
with sets of algebraic equations using the method, employed
in chemical kinetics, of stationary concentrations. In this
method all the 6 's are assumed equal to zero. In doing this
the unfolding of the process in time is lost, as well as the
possibility for investigating the influence of various con-
ditions (in particular, the concentration of various compo-
vients in the initial moment, temperatures, and so forth).

The development of effective methods of numerical inte-
gration of sets of differential equations describing complex
chemical reactions, proceeding with the final rates, can per-
mit the solution of these problems. The discovery of a solu-
tion for the set of differential equations of the kinetics
of complex chemical reactions gives the possibility of ob-



taining the following information:

1. When the values of the constants of reaction rates
for various stages of a complex reaction are known, it is
possible in a reasonable amount of computer time to examine
the various alternative mechanisms hypothesized for the reac-
tion.

2. For each of the mechanisms examined, it is possible
to obtain the values for the concentrations of all components
as a function of time for the entire duration of the reac-
tion (for a given sum total of constants of reaction rates).
Therefore, the comparison of calculated and experimentally-
derived values for concentrations is possible for any one-of
them for any interval of time, provided that their measure-
ment is experimentally possible.

3. In the mathematical model corresponding to each
known mechanism of a cQmplex chemical reaction, it is possible
to learn the degree of sensitivity of that mechanism to chan-
ges in the constants of reaction rates in separate stages of
the reaction and in their different groups, and also to learn
the mechanism's degree of sensitivity to varied conditions af-
fecting the way the reaction proceeds (temperature, pressure,
initial distribution of concentrations, etc.). Actually,
such research may be conducted without any supplementary ex-
perimental data at all. Moreover, using special mathemati-
cal methods (the gradient method and others) if the experi-
mental data is reworked, it is possible to find approximate
values for the constants of rates of reaction as well as the
minimum number of experiments needed to obtain the constants
to a given degree of accuracy.

However, as will be shown in detail below, when using a
computer to integrate sets of differential equations of the
kinetics of complex homogeneous isothermal reactions, con-
siderable mathematical difficulties arise in the case -- im-
portant in chemistry -- when chemically active particles such
as atoms and radicals take part in the reaction. This is so
because the constants of rates of reaction for such particles
are several orders of magnitude larger than the other con-
stants of rates or reaction going into the equations. In
this case the use of the usual methods of numerical inte-
gration on a computer turn out to be extremely difficult to
put into practice.

It is possible to formulate the equations of chemical

kinetics for an isothermal homogeneous reaction (in closed
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systems) in the following form*:

R+rni "~ -

where cj are the dimensionless concentrations connected with
the dimensional multipliers Co = To/VoT, where T -= 2730 K,
Vo = 22.4 liters/mole, and T is the temperature [OC); the co-
efficients Oimf and f jp which are not equal to zero, are
the correspondTfig constants of rates of second and first or-
der reactions, brought to the dimensionality sec.-; and to is
the time of the start of the reaction.

* For simplicity, the rare zero-order and third-order reac-

tions are here omitted. Their inclusion in equation set (1)
does not introduce material changez in the discussion to fol-
low. It must be noted that the form given above is the uni-
versal and sole form of notation of equations of chemical
kinetics;- We also note that generalization of the method
offered below to the case of open systems (taking Into ac-
count hydrodynamic phenomena and non-isothermality) does not
entail material difficulties.

The quantities going into the set of equations (1) satisfy
the following conditions: 1) 0icj S; =(j = 1,2,...,n);
2)tjmp andjp are symmetric with respect to permutations of
the indices m and p; 3) if even one of the indices m and R is
equal to J, then tFe corresponding coefficients, if they are
different from zero, are negative. Algebraic equations of
balance enable us to .lower the order of the set of equations
(W).

Grouping together in each equation of set (1) the terms
containing cj, we shall rewrite the set in the following form:

ij(t = - bi (t) ci + aj (t) 1. i 2 .... , (2)

,P-1
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It is evident that b (t) as opposed to a (t), may depend
linearly on cj(t). Sinc. a It), bi(t) are thJ sums of the
non-negatlve terms, then a O)A ->-0, and b (t)0B:> B ,
where A• and B4 are constats which are the 1iwer boufidaries
of the unct iCAs aj(t), bj(t) when t >t o .

For example, for reactions of the first order,
b (t) aBja j

1. The content of the problem,

The use of computers to solve problems of chemical
kinetics has grown sharply recently (see, for instance,
sources1l-53). However, as has already been mentioned, the
use of standard methods of numerical integration for sets of
equations describing complex chemical reactions meets with
various difficulties. This is connected with the fact that
source 1 when reagents with substantially different reaction
capability take part in the reaction (constants of rates of
reaction which when converted to the same dimensionality, dif-
fer by ten orders of magnitude or more), certain of the equa-
tions (e.g. those describing the kinetics of free radicals)
may in the course of numerical integration become unstable
with the passage of time.*

*This question will be examined in detail in section 1-3
below.

This peculiarity is specific to these equations of chemical
kinetics inasmuch as, from the point of view of the theory of
sets of ordinary differential equations when Bj 0 0, they are
absolutely stable.

Actually, we shall examine the conduct of a line of inte-
gration of one of the equations of the form (2)
k(t) = a(t)- b(t,y)). We shall define Wt) y Y(t) - Y2 (t),
where y.(t) (I = 1,2) is the basic component of the solution
of this equation, corresponding to the various given initial
conditions. Adding and calculating b(ty 2 )Y2 , we get:

S( -b (t, yj) qp -- y, [b (i, y,) -- b (I. yjl.

Inasmuch as, in agreement with the above, dp(t,y)/dy>_0,
then when yl> y, that is 4,>0, we have 4ý<O and vice
versa. Thus, thi integration series converges when inte-
gration is carried out from left to right, and as the mag-
nitude of b(t,y) increases stability around the initial con-
ditions increases tsource 2).

. 2



However, as will be shown below, when large enough values
of b(t,y) are reached, oscillations of the solution of the
equation under examination occur during the process of numer-
ical integration by usual methods. The amplitude of the osci-
llations depends on the path of integration. As a result of
this occurrence,the integration of a set of such differential
equations of chemical kinetics by means of standard methods
of numerical analysis is in practice impossible.

Until now works have been published on various problems
in chemical kinetics in which the difficulties of numerical
integration of differential equation set (1) in the case of
complex chemical reactions are noted sources 2-4). Hence,
source [2] conducted a qualitative investigation of the car-
rying out of integral curves for an equation of the form:

V- 0p) (4)

where Q(t y) and G(t) are the given functions, and Q(t,y)<
withl quite small (for the purposes of chemical kinetics
IQJt<-V ,where ')is the time of the reaction).

It is evident that this equation is a particular case
of a class of problems in chemical kinetics, since it is es-
sential here that Q = Q(t) < 0 and moreover, it excludes,
for instance, reactions of recombination. In source 2 it
is noted that when Q <0 the integration series during inte-
gration from left to right approaches y = G(t), and thespeed of approach sharply increases with the growth ofkQl 1 .
As a result of the investigation in source 2 a different
method of solution of such equations (called "stiff" equa-
tions by the authors of source [2] ) is suggested. This
method is interesting for the theory of electric circuits and
for rocket guidance problems, when Q,>0 and the integral
curves, when y ; G(t), increase sharply in the vicinity of
the modulus. But as applied to the problems of chemical ki-
netics, this method has not been developed.

The difficulties which we have described in numerical in-
tegration of problems of the kinetics of complex chemical re-
actions led us to attempts at approximate solutions on a com-
puter by means of linearizing the equation set (1) (sourceL]);
such linearization is usually undertaken with the aim of ana-
lytical investigation of the solution. Obviously, without
obtaining an estimate of the accuracy of the solution when the
set is linearized, this method can not be used for numerical
integration by computer.

Attention is paid in source j4} to the peculiarities of

5
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behavior of set (2); in source [41 a method of computation**
is suggested, without any mathematical subatantlation, which
is in many ways analogous to the method developed in article
[1) and similar to the one outlined in the following section
of this paper.

*Source 41 became known to us after the method presented by
us had already been worked out and confirmed on several exam-
pies.

**In this method an idea is used which had already been for-
miulated by Bodenstein [5] ,known as the method of quasi'-sta-
tionary (or partially stationary) concentrations (source £6]).

Bodenstein's idea, more simplified was used in Blackmore's
work D.R. Blackmore. Trans, Faraday Aoc., 62, 518, 415 (1966)
In this work the differential equations of chemical kinetics
for components with a high reaction capacity were immediately
replaced by algebraic equations. Such a replacement is not
always correct. It was shown bý us under what conditions sucha replacement mmy be done correctly.. . ....

Thus, in source [41 , it is asserted a priori that in the equa-

tions for certain concentrations which are assumed to be small
in the course of the whole reaction, the derivatives, starting
from a certain moment in time, will also be quite small. Con-
sequently, during the process of calculation on the computer
program, this moment in time is determined and the right-hand
parts of the corresponding equations are assumed to be approxi-
mately zero.

Thus, in source 411 , the reasons for the peculiarities
of behavior of the numerical solution of equations of kinetics
for complex chemical reactions remained undiscovered, which
led to the fact that the authors of that source erroneously
opened up the prospect of solving beforehand (without the

results of a numerical integration) those equations which can
makle the set uinstable during the process of integration.
Therefore in source [4] it was impossible to determine the
region of useability of the calculation method, or to give
an evaluation of its accuracy. Because of all this, the use
of the method is made more difficult and in certain situations,
(for example, for second-order reactions, qee below) can lead
to significant mistakes.

2. Details of the solutions of equation set (1) when
there are partic!es of different'.reaction capabillty taking
part in the complex chemical reaction.
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We shall explain the nature of the influence of chemically
active components on the solution of equation set (1); for
simplicity's sake, we *hall first examine the case where one
component--the k-th--has a high reaction capacity (defini-
tion of sufficient conditions for this to ,pply are given
after inequalities (4) and (5) below).

Let us assume that all concentrations c (t)(j = 1,2,...n)
for all times t > 0 were somehow previouslyidetermined for us.
Then the k-th equation in set (1), in agreement with equation
set (2), may be written in the form

-bk () ci+ a (f)", (3)

Here b,.(t) and ak,(t), determined by the k-th equation of
set (IT and by the known values of the concentrations, are
assumed to be known functions of time. Now with the aid of
equation (3), which we set up only for the purpose of quali-
tative investigation, we shall obtain an evaluation for the
analysis of Ck(t).

It is evident that for a particular choice of c0(t) for
the equation being examined, two cases are possible.

Case 1) The following conditions hold for the entire du-
ration of the reaction, whose total time is "ro:

bt (0 > b, (t) (I = 1,2,.... k -, k•+ ,..., n), (4)

(the latter of the inequalities in (5) derives from the for-
mer; 6 is the desired degree of accuracy*)

*Because the values of the various concentrations change
widely (over a range from 0 to unity), the magnitude of
must be chosen quite small compared with unity-.

From an examination of set (2) together with conditions (4)
and (5) it follows that components participating in a first-
order reaction, and having relatively high constants of reac-
tion rate I~kkI, are intentionally included in this case.

Case 2) It is not possible to confirm ahead of time that
conditions (4) and (5) are fulfilled over the whole duration
of the reaction, but they at least hold for certain parts of
the reaction. In this case high reaction capabilities of com-
ponents may occur, for instance, in reactions of the second
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order. Then whether or not conditions (4) and (5) hold de-
pends on the magnitude of the value of the concentrations
having large constants of rates of reaction-as co-factors
in the expression for function bk(t).

In the simplest case, (which has been examined in source
[6J, for example), where b (t) B= •.> ak(t) As.> 0, the
solution of the equation obtained rom equation (3) has the
form: -

elf =Y C(o)• (-0:) I )) + T [t - , (- PkQJ.

Since O < c (0),-< 1, then when conditions (4) and (5)
are fulfilled, ýhe first item, which expresses the influence
of the initial conditions, may be excluded from considera-
tion when t > t = )lnePt/B that is, when exp(-Bkt)e F .
Hence when t > to we have ýithin the limits of accuracy:

B-N," 0,vdtd

where ck(t) and consequently, c (t) will be small compared to
unity. The concentration 6k: which we have obtained in this
particular case we have been examining, is known as the quasi-
stationary concentration, and is widely used in chemical kine-
tics.

An analysis of the behavior of c (t) in the general
case, where a = a Wt) and bk =b,(tY are determined by sol-
vinrg the wholG set of equations oC chemical kinetics, presents
considerable difficulties. However, for components whose
equations satisfy conditions (4) and (5), and in the case of
equation set (1), quasi-stationary concentrations also occur.
Tt is evident that the latter concentrations will be substan-
tially different from those examined earlier in the particu-
lar case. In fact, from equation (3), inasmuch as ak(t) and
bk(t) are assumed to be known functions of time,

t I I

Ca (,M = Co (0) sip - b,, (s) dsj + a.(s) exp 5bt (r) drj ds. (6)
S 0 I

Hence, similar to the particular case examined above,
the first item, which directly reflects the influence of the
initial conditions, becomes small enough to ignore when
t Ž to = IlnFA /B,. From the boundedness of a (t), bk(t) it
follows that it if always possible to also choose d1 = const.
and g, = const. (i = 1,2) so that dl< ak(t)< d2 , and
S• bk(t) K- g2 , where djý> 0, g-> 0 and, in accordance

with inequality (5), g1 >,Bk"

-- 8 -



T::iin: OX1..eP 1t): <!a.(s) expt(r) r] i< th

,and within the accuracy limits, we have

Inasmuch as ceuio 1(i = 1,2) in accordance with inequality
(5), we obtain the result that the concentrations of the
highly reactive elements that we have been examining become
small in relation to unity and consequently, the change in
ak(t) and b%(t) for t > t is basically determined by the con-
centration f the substances having a relatively small capa-
city of reaction compared to c (t). Then using the continu-
ous nature of the solution of 8quation (3$ a 6>0 is delibera-
tely chosen such that, when t E (t, t +6 j we have occurring:*

Io,- O(t)j <e (i = 1, 2),

where

*If bk = bk(t,ck), then 25 is found in a similar fashion.

Thus, if in equation set (1) there is one equation satis-
fying conditions ('h) andI (5) over the duration of the entire
reaction, then for all t >,llnC,1 /4, the error made in substi-
tuting the corresponding concentratIon c (t) for Kk(t) becomes
less than the given maximum allowable ýrror; and in accor-
dance with equation (3) 8 (t) becomes as close to zero as
desired. Characteristicaly, in this event the individual
terms in the right-hand part of equation (3) are large com-
pared with the magnitude of ck(t).

From now on we shall call the function 6 (t) the quasi-
stationary solution of equation (7). It is ývident that the
quasi-stationary situation for individual substances that are
participating in the reaction is typical for reactions where
there are stages with constants of reaction rates sufficiently
large and varied ir magnitude. Also, the quasi-stationary

-9-



values change over time as a function of the behavior of the
separate, less reactive components of reaction.

In the case where there are several components with reac-
tive capacity whose constants of reaction rate exceed that
of the rest of the components by a considerable margin, the
line of reasoning is analogous. The quasi-stationary values
in this case are determined from the solution of a set of al-
gebraic equations obtained by setting the right-hand parts of
the corresponding equations in set (1) to zero. The times
when these components appear in the quasi-stationary condi-
tionis inversely proportional to the corresponding values of
Bk. Since the constants of reaction rate incorporated in
bc(t) materially depend on temperature the time of appearance
o• ck(t) in the quasi-stationary condition under various con-
ditions of the course of the reaction may change considerably,
decreasing with an increase in temperature. From the deter-
mination of L (t) it can be seen that the nmagnitude of al,(t)
influences thK magnitude of corresponding quagi-stationa1y
value c k(t).

3. The algorithm of numerical integration of th set
of equations of chemical kinetics under conditions of eaua-
tions an.(4_andJ5.

As was shown earlier, if in the right-hand side of the
equation for any concentration there are one or several mem-
bers containing the indicated concentration with coefficients
sufficiently large in the vicinity of the modulus, then for
a short time interval (compared with the duration of the reac-
tion) the concentration in question for all practical purposes
reaches its quasi-stationary value for that time. It follows
from equation (3) that when the conditions of equations (4)
and (5) are fulfilled, the concentrations ck t), having
reached (to the degree of accuracy requiredý their quase-
stationary values when t = 1ln~j lB,, will remain in their
quasi-stationary state wIen t> tk also.

However, the numerical integration of this set of non-
linear equations which is under examination, including in it-
self one or several equations satisfying the conditions of
equations (4) and (5), leads to an oscillation of the solution
around its quasi-stationary value for practically any path
of integration different from zero, when t>t . This pheno-
menon is connected with the discreteness of counting in nu-
merical integration, since the calculation of the right-hand
parts in equation set (1) is conducted at fixed points of the
integration path. Fon explanation we shall introduce the
designation zk(t) = COk(t) - k(t). Then, subtracting from
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equation set (3) the equation which it has been determined

satisfies the concentration (k(t)
0 = k -- ft, ?,j E + 4A (,

we get, using the Lagrange theorem,

SM( -Mk (1) '% ( ,(7)
where -dbkM&t =k b(t, cm) + ekdk 711 > bk (1, CO)

When the conditions of equations (4) and (5) are fulfilled,
we have from equation (7) that a small increase in jZ(t)j
leads to a large change in ck(t), as a result of which ]z(t)1
decreases. Hence with the passage of time z(t) tends toward
zero. However, in numerical integration with an interval

z•t>- I/B (which is sufficiently small to meet the condi-
tions of eýuations (4) and (5), K ,t). and hence,.6 (t) change
sign within the limits of one int val. As a resulA the nu-
merical integration of equations (2), which satisfies the con-
ditions of equations (4) and (5), leads to an oscillation in
the solution of e (t) relative to ,k(t). Decreasing the inter-
val of the integr~tion process naturally reduces the ampli-
tude of the oscillation. However, when c (t) appears in the
quasi-stationary state, that is, when z(t7 is located withinthe limits of accuracy for the calculations, the integration--
even with the smallest possible interval--leads to oscillation
whose amplitude increases with time. Therefore, the numerical
integration of this set of equations, one or several of whose
equations satisfies the conditions of equations (4) and (5),
leads to an extremely small integration interval (intentionally
not increasing over time) and, hence, to a long computation
time and the accumulation of error. If the integration is
conducted with a constant integration interval, the accuracy
of the computation quickly falls, and the oscillation in the
solution occurs with sharply increasing amplitude leading to
computer overload.

As is known, unM~r certain circumstances a chemical pro-
cess may have an oscillatory character [source 1. However,
if it were possible to lower the amplitude of the oscillation
of the numerical solution caused by the discreteness of the
computation on the computer, the amplitude of the "roal"
oscillation Esource 83 caused by the oscillatory nature of
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chemical process, would remain constant. Moreover, the amp-
litude of the oscillation of the solution, caused by the dis-
creteness of the computation, could also grow without limit,
which could lead to violation of the law of conservation of
matter and even cause the appearance of negative values for
the concentrations. Such phenomena do not occur if the oscil-.
lations of the solution of equation set (1) are "real." Thus,
the different behavior of the two types of oscillations of
the solution of equation set (1) in principle allows us to
tell these oscillations one from the other.

On tne basis of the foregoing the following algorithm
is proposed for solving problems in chemical kinetics when
chemically active particles are participating in the reac-
tion. The integration of equation set (1) in this case must
be carried out in two stager.,

In the first, transitional stage, where the concentration
magnitude materially depends on the selected initial condi-
tions, the set is integrated like the problem of Koshi by one
of the methods of numerical analysis. The duration of the
first stage, as was pointed out earlier is determined by the
magnitude of the corresponding values of bk(t0. run practice,the duration is of the order of 10/min Bl,, if there are several

components capable of reaction whose equitions satisfy the
conditions of equations (4) and (5).j Here the integration
absolutely must be carried out using an automatic selection
of integration interval, but the initial value for the inter-
val must be taken less than 1/max Bk.

11hen it is taken into account that the magnitudes of the
concentrations differ from each other by many orders of mag-
nitude, but that scaling them is difficult because of their
rapid change over time, it can be seen that the integration
must be conducted to a given relative degree of accuracy; that
is, to a certain number of significant figures regardless of
the magnitudes themselves.

The final goal of the process of integrating the prob-
lem in the first stage is the arrival of the components capable
of reaction into the quasi-stationary state. After each inte-
gration interval a comparison is made between c (t) and 1 (t).
If the difference between the solution to the e•uation ha#ing
the characteristic examined above and its quasi-stationary
value for any moment of time--if this difference is within
the accuracy limits, then we can go into the second stage of
the integration. Here the order, of the set is lowered, and
the differential equation that has been described is replaced
by an algebraic equation (by setting its right-hand side equal

-12 -



to zero). In the general case, when there are a number of
elements capable of reaction, a set of non-linear algebraic
equations results from the replacement. As will be shown
later, when the conditions of equations (4) and (5) are met,
such a replacement does not introduce divergence and does not
yield an accumulation of error, but instead the effective-
ness of the computation is sharply increased, enabling us to
eliminate the difficulties described above.

In the general case it is necessary to solve the set of
non-linear algebraic equations obtained in the second stage
by integration methods at each referral to the computer pro-
gram for the right-hand sides of the equations in the set of
differential equations. In so doing, the computation time
may significantly increase. Hence it is expedient to solve
such problems on high-speed computers.

4. Evaluation of the accuracy of the algorithm.

The proposed algorithm, with the successive replacement
of the differential equations with algebraic equations for
the several components with high reaction capability which
satisfy the conditions of equations (4) and (5) when
tk = 1lnF1 /Bk, insures that the solution of equation set (1)
is obtained to the desired degree of accuracy.

For proof of this we shall examine the change in deviation
of Zk(t) of the solution of equation (3) from its quasi-sta-
tionary state when t > t Taking into account ;he deter-
mination of '(t), the e~uaLion for zk(t) from equation (3)
may be written in the form

where, in accordance with our earlier oxaminat ion,
t~>webk(t ck). It follows from, equation sets (1) and (2)
tnat when expression (4) is achiercd la,(t)j has the order
akbk, and .bkj the order b•. Thereorc

is, + MOA: I <1 IV*, I•

where 4 i s some value which is t", e. i',e boundary of t-h-o
expreskon that is in the left-larni ½`dc of equatiun (P).
Tf the condition of equation (5) hQr], ", 7,1.

'Je shall examine the inte-ral 9'".n; (',-iation 3) and
the straight lines z, ±2 t can be
seen that if for some t' 0  >`•.i hthn

!'(t*) > 0, and the integral line of Lation (• may only



decrease as far as its intersection with the straight line
Zk = R If z (t*) >R , then z (t*) >0 and the integral
curve ýr equation (8) increases Kntil it intersects
z1 - =-~R. But if Iz (t*f R , then the integral curves of
e1uatio' (8), for tt* can Aot intersect the corresponding
straight lines zk = : Rk. Hence:

* =iu{ (rb (n); - Rk) < sk (1) < max fz, (r); Rkj-

for t t* and for t* tk. When the components with high
reaction capability reach (to the desired accuracy ) the
quasi-stationary values, the following evaluation occurs:

min (s; R} < wk () <•max (a; RAJ.

Because under the conditions of equation (5) R: is quite
small, the difference between the quasi-statioary solution
and the real solution will be within the limits of the accu-
racy of the computation, when t > t Thus the proposed algo-
rithm of the solution of a set of d~fferential equations de-
scribing the kinetics of complex chemical reactions when com-
ponents of high reactive capability are present that satisfy
the conditions of equations (4) and (5)--this algorithm insures
the obtaining of a solution with sufficient accuracy for prac-
tical purposes.

The above evaluation of the magnitude of the quasi-sta-
tionary concentrations, as well as the qualitative evaluation
of the accuracy of the algorithm, both of which depend on the
ratios of the constants of reaction rates of the elementary
stages of the reaction (that is the degree to which the con-
ditions of equations (4) and (55 are fulfilled)--these evalu-
ations may be obtained in a similar way in every cancrete
case. It is evident that these evaluations are excessive
conservative . Therefore when the equations of balance are

done (and these are the practical standards for judging the
results of the integration of equation set (1)) it will
actually be done with greater accuracy than the evaluations
obtained above would indicate.

W6 note in conclusion, that in the case of reactions of the
second order and higher, after arrival into the quasi-sta-
tionary state, it is essential from time to time in the course
of the solution to check that the conditions of equations (4)
and (5) are being met. If during the reaction process b
decreases so that bk <_ jlnU1 / At, where Lt is the interval
of integration, then in order to get the required accuracy it
is ossential to replace the corresponding algebraic equation
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with the initial differential equation, etc.

This method that has been developed by us above will be
used in the following sections of this chapter. It will be
applied to various problems of the kinetics of complex chemi-
cal reactions.

II. A calculation of the kinetics of chlorination of ethy-
lene and an analysis of the accuracy of the algorithm of the
solution.

The complex, multi-stage reaction of the chlorination of
ethylene offers considerable difficulties for investigation.
In this section we obtain the functions c = ci(t) for con-
centrations of intermediate and final pro~ucts of this reac-
tion by the meghanism of combination in the temperature inter-
val 600 - 1200'K and for differing initial ratios of C12 : C2H
An appropriate analysis of the accuracy is conducted for the
results of a numerical integration of a set of differential
equations of the kinetics of the chlorination of ethylene.
This analysis also has a more general significance for the
nature of the method of numerical integration of kinetic equa-
tions of complex chemical reactions that was developed in sec-
tion T-3 of this paper.

On the basis of the data now available it is considered

that substitutional chlorination may proceed in two direc-
tions (sources 8,9) :

C•C + Cl, -* CH 4C,,

C2H&CI -+ CHCI + HCI, (9)
CA!! + C12 --b CjHC1 + HC1. (10)

in the first case vinylchloride is formed from the pro-
ducts of combination (C2 H&Cl,), and in the second case there
is a direct replacement pPoc ss [source 10] . On the basis
of present computations the first of these mechanisms, which
is considered the basic mechanism by many authors is assumed.
A reaction process was constructed for mechanism (9) that
was considered to be one of the possible models for the chlov
rination of ethylene.

1. Formulation of the nroblem.

We have examined the followin7 reaction process, in
which elenentary stagcs knoun in the literature are used
[sources 11-141 :
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1) CI +{ CsH.-- C, HCI

2) CAHP--C1± + CH4,
3) CjHCl + CI -.- CH4CI,

4) CsH-C! + HC1-., CH&CI + CI

5) C2H1CI + Cl--o C1H4CI + H-CI
6) CHCI + Cis -. C,114C1 + Cl
7) sH4CIs -+ CI -> l4lCl +1Ci
8) Ci4 102 + -C, - ,lI2CI, + 11(3

9) C4HUCI, + HCG -- CSHC140-+ C1
10) CgH 3CI, + Ci --* ), fC13 + CI

it) HOC1 l + C1I+-•CIHCI. +CIS

12) CAtlHC+CI-- CjHC1 (IC)
13) CH3 CIj - C2H3C + CI
14) C&HaCI + CI --P Cd+C1, s
15) C12 +M--.CI+ CI+ M
16) C1 +C1 +M-.C1 + M

17) C6HCI + CqHCI -- upo~yu~
"18) qH3CI3 + CI---C4H,CI, + HOI

*rnhe authors thank V. Ya. Stern and A. F. Revzin for help.
Given-in the construction of this reaction process.

Since further chlorination does not interest us, we limited
ourselves to the reactions listed above.

Corresponding to the reaction process (11) was constructed
a set of 12.non-linear, ordinary differential equations (12)
which were numerically integrated on the "Strela" Arrow'l
computer of the computer center of Moscow State University.
The integration was carried out using the algorithm of inte-
gration of a set of equations of kinetics of complex chemical
reactions which was examined earlier in this paper in section
T-3.
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-gjc + k*-q.. -*- r nse + ~e ~qok

=-kcegc 1 ± kjcjc - k1e~c,c + k 11cjc, - k~clc0 + k~c~c

k-se - k~eca + koesc, + kjoecc, - k11cpc2 - k13ecsc

j + k~sce - k~clec, + 2ksecoc - 2k1 4a - kucxc,

=k 1coc8 - kic4 - ksc~c1 - k4c4c, + k.2c1 - k~c4c1 +
+ kzcc -2k~c.,

kAcqc1 +' rejc 1c- k7eCA - koecc, + k~cc,

7j, - kca+ cl + kic~c, - kvcgc, + k1sec,,c

d*8_

-, kcacc - ksegc, - kuc~c1 + k11ec,c - k1icc - ks,# +

+ kjLcjc,

In set (12) the following designations are hereby adopted
for convenience:

as CHCI et

c4u. 0, cliuitm Co

HO a. COWSc eI,

Key: 3. Substance
1. Substance 4. Concentration
2. -Concentration 5. Products of the 17th reaction.
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In the case where this process occurs in a current, equations
of hydrodynamics should be added to the set of differential
equations of kinetics (12) and the set thus obtained should
be solved concurrently, as was done for instance in source

for the process of the conversion of methane to acetylenee

For the initial conditions of the equation set (12) we use
the initial concentrations of ethylene, molecular chlorine,
and elemental chlorine, where the initial value for the con-
centration of elemental chlorine is found by means of a
balanced degree of dissociation of molecular chlorine at
the moment t = 0.

The values of the constants of reaction rate, which are
necessary for numerical integration, were computed (with the
exception of the constant for the dissociation and reassocia-
tion of chlorine) by means of the well-known formula:

k - exp (-E1 / IRT),

where the factor before the exponential, kod, and the energy
of activation, E, were taken from sources P2, 16, 17j which
have the data which is most complete and mutually substan-
tiating. These data are listed in Table 1. Because data are
lacking for the higher temperatures, the values indicated for
the constant of reaction rates for the 1200 0 K region were
extrapolated by us.

Table 1.
Values of the energy of activation and pre-exponential
factors for the elementary stages of the reaction of

A

j 1,6.4100 0 0 to 6,3.- ¢c, I 02 7,9"1013 23,6 it 2-0149] 20,6
3 2- tO"co 0 12 2.0149€ 0

4 l0os 9,1 is 6,3-10P 23,8
5 3,2.10'e 1,5 14 1,6.to00  0
6 2,5.lolct 1 17 1,3.310% 07 2.t0"e 21,3 18 3,2-1016q 3,5a 2,5. 1•°o• 3
9 7,940% 1 0,2

Key :
1. 1/seo. 3. 1/sec.
2. kilocal. /mole 4.kilocal./mole

The reaction process (11) also embodies reactions of



dissociation and recombination of chlorine.

A number of authors have shown in experiments using impact
tubes rources i8, 19] in the temperature interval from 1500
to 2500 K that the experimental data on the constants for the
dissassoolation of chlorine, for corresponding choices of •,
n' , Ro, and B, are equally well described by either of the two
following formulas: k4,=a)'T(DIRTYeip(-Do/Rr), (14)

k a•s•= k exp (- E/RT), (15)

where n is the numbered parameter. Usually, A is taken to be

n - 2 Isources 18, 19] .

.As far as the numerical value of the energy of activation
in, concerned, different authors give values for this temperature
interval that do not agree with each other--from 40 to 48 kilo-
cal./mole. [sources 17 - 19].

For the integration of equation set (12) in this study,
the Constants of disassociation and recombination were com-
puted according to the following formulas (source 18]

kj = I,.-10' T'l- (Do/RT)2 exp [-(Do/RT)I, (16)

k, = 3,6. 10' (Do/RT)'/fi - exp (-813/T)1. (17)

2. The algorithm of the solution of equation set (12).

From what has been written above it follows that the con-
qtants of rates of reaction change within wide limits over dif-
ferent stages of the reaction8 under Xnvestigation (for example,
at temperature 6000 K from i0- to 10 ). As was pointed out
earlier (middle of section T-2), this wide range of values
creates considerable difficulties for the numerical integra-
tion to a desired degree of accuracy.

Tn the case of equation -set (12) the components whose
equations satisfy the conditions of equations (4) and (5), are
C 2 ThCl, C2 •C1 2 , and also under certain conditions Cl (our

dcsigrnatlonA cj, c8 , and c2 correspondingly).

In the temperature range from 600 to 12000 K the concen-
trations cO(t) and c9(t) reach their quasi-stationary states
with values ck(t) - ak(t)/hk/t)(k = 4,8) correspondingly, not
later than from 10 4o 10h- sec. after the start of the reac-
tion, and in agreement to what was written above, (section 1-2),
the concentrations shall intentionally be allowed to stay in

i - 19 -



the quasi-stationary state.* It is here evident from equation
set (12) that c 1 (0) 0, 62(o) <0, 63(0) <O 1 4 (0)>0.

*As was shown, under certain conditions this is also justified
for Cl.

The integration of equation set (12), as was shown earlier
(section 1-3), must be carried out in two stages. The initial
interval of integration must be intentionally not more than

m (k 2,4,8),

that is:

min (0 k

In this case c (t) and c (t) enter the quasi-stationarystate almost simult~ueously, iecause b•(t), when k = 4,8, (the

lower evaluations of which are correspondingly equal to k and
k ) are closed to each other. Since c(t) and 9 (t) in accor-
dWce with equation (12), do not clearly de end o c tt) and
c (t) respectively, in this case (t) and 9(t) maybe found
ihdependently of each other from tie equations:

and 6(t) = 0

Besides this, the condition c (t) = M (t) = 0 allows the equa-
tion for ?(t) to be brought ±nto a mAre convenient form for
numerical integration:

c; (t) =2 (k11 coc - kt4c, - kpe, - kn1 4cs - klegcoc) - kes

where the magnitude of the coefficient for c decreases signi-
ficantly compared to equation set (12).

A check showed that when equation (4) was solved using the
proposed algorithm, the equation of balance is fulfilled to the
desired accuracy, which is determined by the relative degree of
error inherent in the method of numerical integration over the
whole integration process. The computation time machine time
required for one variant of the lunge-Kutt method, using an
automatic choice of interval of integration and a relative
error of 10- and 10- , is abouL one hour on a "Strela-4"
Vkrrow-1Q computer with a computer speed of about 2000 opera-
tionc per second.
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'I
). An evaluation of the accurac Of the results of the

numerical integration of equation set (12)

We shal! show that in the temperature range being examined
(600 - 1200 K) the algorithm of the solution of equation set
(12) insures an absolute accuracy not lower than plus or minus

Beforehand we shall obtain the upper evaluation of the mag-
nitude of the concentration of atomic chlorine as a function
of time in the given temperature range. For this purpose we
shall examine the equation for C1 in the form

j () =t (/ ; el....,01 ) = -- cc 4 + kie, + (k, + k es +
+ kles + k•4c10 + 2 k1(&,c2 + kle. + (ka + kl) et, + q (ks +
+ kae. + •s.c) + es (k, + kc + k10cj + 2k11e c. (18)

We shall find a c such that for c (t)Y cO and for any
other possible values of the other concgntrations, the follow-
ing holds:

This means that the reaction being examined may proceed with
an increase in the concentration of atomic chlorine only if

As follows from equation (18), the positive terms do not
clearly depend on c,9, c1, e, and c W0. We shall hold the values
of the other concentrations constan• and write the equation ofbalance for C1 in the form:

i g + e, + 3e, + ejo - a- • - €, -C- -2c 5 --2c-3c1,,

where
i 

-oa-= 2 € c {o10 + q.()

It is evident that the function f will reach a maximum if, for
arbitrarily fixed values of the indicated concentrations, the
negative terms in equation (18) are at their minima. This con-
dition is fulfilled if the expression obtained from equation
(18) and presented, taking equation (19) into account, in the
form I I

R3k~, + i. (k, + kv) 2c,$ + k,14c1, + .~(kA, + k~j) 3ce,

is at its minimum. In view of the fact that, in accordance
with Table 1, the following inequality holds
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~(kjj + k11) <mninIks, 4(k., ksr), ki4.

P-1 reaches its minimum, (as a consequence of equation (19),
if

Cj" ,= • = 0. "(20)

Thus the condition of equation (20) is essential if func-
tion f is to reach its maximum value. Then expression (18)
takes the form c. -€ Iksc, + k•, + 2kjoco, + (ki, + ku) co, + kic,] +

+ c,(k + k,, f+ ksc) + c,(I, + ksc,+ kc) + 2 kIc%,. (21)

Further search for the majorant of 6 2 (t) wili be accom-
plished by means of varying c,, c4, c8, cll, and c12, which
heretofore were held constant.

Let us look at the contents making up c and c6 in for-
mula (21), taking into account expression (26), and for the
values of 00, c ,c, 1 , c04, and c being held arbitrarily
constant. Then froM thC;bala!c'e in eRuation (19) we have

2e, + es - a -c ,e4- -c&, - 2i -- e,2 -c. (22)

Consequently the expression entering the right-hand side of
equation (21) and written taking equation (22) into account,
in the form

B, es (,k4c + k,,) + c, (k@4 + kc, + 2kcj),

reaches its maximun;m when c( = 0, since k > 2k 4,, ki 0 • 2k
and also, in accordance with eouation (19), kl•r .;Con~e-
quentl1/

(kgC4 + kjoc, + 2kj,,) > kc4 + ksc,.

From the above it follows that when expression (20) is satLis-
fied, (regardless of the values of the other concentrations),
the condition

C, - 0 (2-3)

leads to the maximum value of 62 (t) for the given state of the
.systcr. As a result of formula (21) we get

iic(t) < c, ± + kct - kc2) + es (k,3 + k-k, +
+ 2ks15 e1 - 21,c~c.c - (kig + kc1 ) cc - kc1 CC,.' (24)
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It is evident that when c 2 (t)>/ c2 (0), the following
holds:

kse, () )- k,, c!, (0 < 0, t > 0. (25)

Thus, when c = cý, the only terms in the right-hand side
of formula (24) w~ich may be positive are R - ko+k~c 1 - k~c•
and R4 - 1(k. + k1C1 - k1 o ). In accordance hith ýale 1,
k-> k k6lk- k- and k; - independent of the ter rature.Hence, 11 R• Z, O.,?hn R,.2. 0 aM• f(cc, c,.,c,,)TO,.

Consequently a maximum of f is possible whenJ O.' Then
R-1> R4 and cl R., + 2 c pR will not be large, if for the arbi-
t!ary values 6fgthe oNhar concentrations (taking into account
equations 19,20, and 23), we take

e, =0. (28)

Thus from expression (24), taking into accbunt .equation (26),
we get k

1(,. c?2, c,,..., cJ<c,(k3+k,.c-kc) +

+ 2 (ki,e1 _.k€ 1 ,) e0 -- (k1, + kt1) c, -- k•Lce. (27)

Thhrowing out the last terms of equation (27) (here the right-
hand side of equation (27) in agreement with equation (25),
is not allowed to decreasel we finally have:

(,el, 4- C,.. , O

with

4 = max {03 (0), -2),

where
v h+ keciCg -- -- .

When there is a surplus of ethylenq, Z =1, and since
c (t) < c , (0)< 1 /2, 12 < 5.10-3 for the temperature in-
txrval fr~m 600 to 10000K. Inasmuch as týe degree of disasso-
ciation in this interval changes from 10- to 2.5.10-,
c2 > c2(0), and the evaluation we are seeking has the form

e, (o) < c, (t) < 5. 10--. (28)

The evaluation obtained in equation (28) is sufficiently
effective for the high temperatures within the limits of the
temperature interval under examination. But for a lowered
temperature the evaluation of crquation (28) becomes substan-
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tially ingceased; therefore for the temperature range frog
600 to 800 K, (degree of dissassociation of which is 10-
10-5) it is expedient to use the following evaluation. From
formula (12) we have

c,(t)+c() +c(Q)

-2 (kaee + kp.c +- kne,, + k,1 eA + k ~eic.) + 2k". (29)
.de shall designate c 2 (t) -+ c (t) c (t) = * (t), whereby,
since c (O) =- c (0) - 0, we iavj #(•) = c (0). Then from
equatioh (29) i1 follows that 4(t) 4 2k 21co for any t'> 0.
Hence we have

Since for temperatures up to 6000K the rate of disgssociation

k1g < 10-7, and the balanced values of c (0)-10-0 for a
t ie of reaction of the order, of one second we have, finally,
(for c1•< 1, co/z 0.05):

Taking into account that the values for the concentrations

can not be negative, it follows that

ca ( t) < oI 0 = 2,4,8). (so)

At 8000K ck(t) < 10-6. It is evident that for high tem-
peratures this evaluation becomes rougher than that of equa-

tion (28).

The rather rough upper evaluation of the magnitude of
c 2 (t), carried out above, permits the evaluation of the magni-
tude ý (t) (k = 4,8) in the reaction process. From formula (4)
it fol~ows that ak(t) (k = 4,8) is proportional to c2. In
accordance with Table 1, in the temperature range from 6000 to
12000K, the constants of reaction rates going into ak(t) do not
exceed 109 in the dimensionless form. Consequently, for
tempgratures from 600 to 1200 0 K, ak(t) does not exceed 10 and
5-10 sg respectively. In this range and f r these crndi-
tions,Bkt) (k = 4,8) is not lower than 2.5010 and 4.10
respectively.

As a result in the temperature range being examined the
upper evaluation for the magnitude of the quasi-stationary values

of the chemically active elementsin the reaction process has the
following form:

() < I"•, 2 > 0, k 4,8.
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It is evident that for temperatures of less than 1200 0 K the
evaluation of equation (31) becomes quite increased.

With the help of the results that have been obtained we
shall find a qualitative evaluation of the accuracy of the pro-
posed algorithm of the solution of equation set (12), this so-
lution being connected with the replacement of the differential
equations by algebraic equations for the components capable of

reaction (Cl, CHCI and C2 H C12 ) for all t '7 t • 10"})lnP-1
Here the same designations wil1 be used that we e usea in sec-
tion II,1, where a proof was offered for the accuracy evaluation
in its general form.

We shall evaluate the magnitude Nk(t) (see formula 8,
section I). From equation set (12) it can be seen that the
only term of the first order not containing c (t) (k - 2,4,8)
is k1 jclco. This term, which characýerizes t6e disassociation
of c1 orine, does not exceed 2.5-10-f in the temperature rae
from 600 to 12000 K and is quite small comparedwith k
Only concentrations of the reactive components c and c• go
into the other first-order terms. In addition, in the econd-
order terms, at least one of the concentrations coincides with
cýc or c8. Thus, in agreement with the evaluations of equation
R) and equation (31), c(t), J = 1,2,..,12, are at least tbjee

orders of magnitude less than the maximum for the constants
of reaction rates in the positive terms in the right-hand sides
of the corresponding equations. Here the derivatives of the
concentrations of the reactive components after entry into the
quasi-stationary state are quite small. This circumstance enables
u3 to obtain an evaluation for.the magnitude of Ak(t), b, (t)
(k = 4,B) and also for a 2 (t), b (t) when there is a surplus of
ethylene present and t>; t . Atually, a(t) (where k = 214,8)
is composed of the final sAm of terms having the form k., c.
and ki (6mCn + ciCm), which are obtained by differentiatingj
the respective first and second order terms. It is evident
that the first" of the indicated terms are small, since the
corresponding components are capable of reaction.

Let us assume that c has little capability of reaction
(then cm is quite reactive). Hence in 8he worst case from the
standpoint of evaluat on (when T = 1200 K) we shall obtain
I k.(6cC + cmc) < 1O-kPic1 , where k is the greatest of the
c~nsFa~ts of rates of reaction in t~e right-hand side of 6n(t).
If c. and cm are capable of reaction, then the corresponding
term will be quite small. As a result we have

ai (M < 10".
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In an analopous manner, since *(t) is composed of terms of
the form k c (t), where c mayave a small capability of
reaction, le have

b~,(f) ý= 10-3 4k, < 1011.

Hence in the worst case we obtain

since for a temperature of 12000

bik (t) > 1

For t.> to the error in replacing the concentrations of the
indicated components with their quasi-stationary values satis-
fies the condition

where Rk < 10-6 at 12000 K. As follows from equation (30),
for lower temperatures Rk is still smaller.

Thus, the proposed algorithm describes the kinetics of
chlorination of ethylene and insures the obtaining of a solu-
tion with an accuracy sufficient for practical purposes.

4. A discussion of the results of the numerical inte-
&ration of equation set (12).

Numerical integration of equation set (12) was carried
out for various initial conditions of the ratio of the concen-
tration of chlorine to the concentEation of ethylene in the
temperature range from 600 to 1200 K. The corresponding mathe-
matical experiments were carried out on a computer for evalu-
ating the influence on the solution of equation set (12) of
the following: changes in the constants of reaction rates
kj and kIc; changes in the reaction processes (equation set
(11)) by mUans of excluding individual stages (particularly,
reactions 17 and 18 of equation set (11)).

Figures la and lb show in semi-logarithmic scale the
results of the numerical integration of equation set (12)
without taking into account reactions 17 and 18 in reaction
process (11), and with the full set of 12 differential equa-
tions [equation set (12)), respectively. The calculations
carried out showed that tie exclusion of reactions 17 and 18
from the reaction process (11) had insignificant influence on
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the time dependence of the concentrations of the majority of
the components taking part in the reaction. What influence
there was exerted to a greater degree on the concentrations
of the components which are directly connected with reactions
17 and 18.

~ ib

- •Key:
1. c in volumetric

sAares
2. c in volumetric

s1ares
3. t, in sec.
4. , in sec.

I N -
1 2-

Figures la, lb. The dependence on time of the concentrations
cj of various components of the reaction a) excluding, and
bY including reactions number 17 and 18 of equation set (11)
in the reaction process.

Initial ratio to Cl2 to CoHH = 0.3 : 0.7; 4,T 1200•K;
1)~ 1 1O~~ )10 L2Hjý ; 5) L01 HC 2ý ; 8) 10 EC7g 2H.Cl;

9) C 2H1Ol• ; 10) 10 9 H Cl. IR Figures la, lb ihý numbers
-- 3 �and 5-.-9 on the cfries correspond to the numbers of the

components in the table immediately following equation set (12).

In order to study the influence of the (initialj conditions
of the proportions of the concentrations on the kinetics of
the chlorination of ethylene a numerical integration of equa-
tion set (12) was carried out for various ratios of chlorine
to ethylene. (See Figure 2)
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•7• Key:

1. c in volumetric
sAares

2. t in se.

Figure 2. The dependence
on time of concentrations

3\ \ of chlorine ethylene, and
vinylchloria for a tempera-S10" L "ture of 12008K and various
initial proportions of the

41 •concentrations.

CI ." C2H4 -= 0 .3 . 0.7 (solid lines)
C1 • C2H4 = 0.5 " 0.5 (mixed dotted and dashed lines)

CI : CS?'4 = 0.7 : 0.3 (dotted lines)1) C12, 3) C2H4; 10) C2 H3 CI

WJe examined the case where there was a surplus of chlo-

rine* present, the case of a surplus of ethylene, and also the
intermediate case between these two cases. In practice, the

*Of course, such concentrations of C1 are examined only for
the purposes of explaining the basic endencies of the pro-

in practice a phenomenon having an explosive nature
occurs for such concentrations.

chlorination of ethylene is usually carried out with an initial
surplus of ethylene in order to maintain isothermal conditions
and to avoid having to purge the reaction products of free
chlorine.

As can be seen in Figure 2, in the case where
O-,T/L =0.3 : 0.7, for a time span of about one second,

42i clborine is practically expended; thereupon the cincentra-
tionu of vinylchloride and ethylene do not change further. It
"z evident that the graph lines for concentrations of ethylene,
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vinylchloride, anid a number of other components become asymp-
totic because the chlorine has been expended. In order toexclude this factor, a variant where 012 :HC.i4 = 0.7 0.3
was calculated. As can be seen from Figure •, the kinetics
of the process in this case differ markedly from that of the
former case: the concentration of vinylchloride reaches a
maximum value, after which its intensive decomposition occurs.
At the moment when the concentration of vinylchloride reaches
its maximum value, the concentration of ethylene is about
0.06 and that of chlorine is about 0.40 (concentrations of thesubstances are given in volumetric shares).

Thus in the case where C12 : C H = o.7 : 0.3, as could
have been expected, the process ten s toward a more intensive
chlorination than in the case Cl C H 0.3 : 0.7; the
appearance of vinylobloride is d;crea~eh, and the concentra-
tion of HC1 continues to increase even after the concentration
of vinylchloride has reached its maximum. Also calculated was
the intermediate case where Cl ' C 14 = 0.5 i 0.5. As can be
seen in Figure 2 the concentrajion ;f vinylchloride reaches a
maximum value of about 0.25 and thereafter practically does not
decompose at all.

Also investigsted was the question of the influence ofthe constant of reaction rate of reaction number 13 in the

reaction process described by equation set (11) , which is
the only reaction in the reaction process we have chosen that
leads to the formation of vinylchloride. To this purpose
equation set (12) was numerically integrated for a temperature
I - 600 9K, an initial ratio of Cl 2 : CI, = I1:10, and forvalues of "1 10 and 100 times larger 4han the values of k 1 3
correspondinA to 600 0.

Figure 3 shows the appearance of vinylhloride at time
t = 0.3 sec. as a function of the value of k /k It is
casy to see from this figure that the further3in;ease in
value of this constant does not lead to a substantial increase
in the appearance of vinylchloride.

[CZ1K3CI1, o6-beHH. fAMU$
Figure 3. The dependence of the
appearance of'vinylchloride onthe value of K13 /K 1 3 .

T = 60 0 °K; Cl : C =1 10

SKey: 1) 2H3CL] in volumetric
•%• shares.
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I? In connection with the great sensitivity of the process
to changes in the constant of reaction rate of disassociation,
the question of the influence of changes in magnitude of this
constant was studied. There are no exact measurements of this
constant; moreover, the possibility cf the walls having a sig-
nificant influence on its magnitude must be taken into account.
Therefore calculations were carried out for Various values of
the energy of activation of disassociation and various values
of the constant of reaction rate of disassociation.

Figure 4 shows curves of expenditure of chlorine for con-
ditions of temperature 600°K and initial concentration ratio
Cl." C2H4 = 1 : 50, where constant k is computed by the for-
muta of Arrenius and not by formula (It). The values 38 and
41 kilocal. per mole '[ource 20) were taken for the energy of
activation of disassociation. For an energy of activation of
38 kiloca. per mole, 81% of the original chlorine was left
after 10- see.; for a-z energy of activation of 41 kilocal. per
mole, 92.51 of the chlorine was left after 10-sec.

Icy1. OO&#MK OOadt')
z0. .....-.... Figure 4.. Curves of expen-

diture of chlorine for E = 41(1)

and E = 38 (2) kilocal./mole.
Key.

2 1. C12Ain volumetric shares

2. t in seconds.
(cw(

According to data from source [211, for a temperature of
0930K and a speed of supply of the initial m~xture of 0.323

moles/liter-sec., the reaction time is 8#10- sec. and 84.5% of
the original amount of chlorine was left. This is in satis-
factory agreement with our calculation. At the same time the
appearance of vinylchloride, which was obtained as a result of
the calculotion, for the same conditions already listed was
considerably less than that experimentally obtained by the
authors of source [2. Evidently this is connected with the
fact that the reaction process used by us has only one route
for the formation of vinylchloride--reaction number 13 in
equation set (11)--which is insufficient to describe the given
process. Actually, as was alr~eady shown, ovri increasing the
mni,,ritude of the constant of this reaction (k) can not in-
sure an appcarance of vinylchloride comparable to that ob-
ta..cd experimentally.

'ris important result, obtained by means of a nurnerical
:"omiputalion, supports the wnll-known supposition that the for-

-n of v'nylchloride proceeds concurrently by two routes
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(equations 9 and 10). in other words the formation of a cer-
tain part of the vinylohloride is connected with the reaction
of direct replacement (equation 10); a calculation for this
reaction is as yet impossible because of the lack of data for
the constants. Thus the question of the relationship between
the reaction of combination and the reaction of replacement in
the process of the chlorination of ethylene for various tem-
perature ranges needs further investigation.

There are also a number of experimental results of a
qualitative nature from source F21J which agree with the results
of our calculations:

1) Under the conditions of experiments described in
source L21] HCI and C2 H Cl are formed in equi-molecular amounts.
The very same conclusioA follows from our calculations. (For
example, see Figure la.)

2) The replacement process has a certain period of induc-
tion that decreases with an increase in temperature. A similar
dependence on temperature of the period of induction was ob-
tained as a result of the calculations. (See Figure la, lb).

3) With an increase in time the presence of products of
combination reaches a maximum and then falls during the contin-
ued development of processes of replacement. Such behavior of
_cncentrations of products of combination and replacement wasfound by means of the calculation. (See Figure la, 1b.)

S4) In the studied interval from 600 to 660°K, the appear-
ance of products of replacement continuously increases; the
appearance of products of combination continuously decreases,
Our calculation results also showed that the appearance of
products of replacement increases with an increase of tempera-
ture, while those of combination decrease. (See Figure la,
lb.)

5) In contradiction to the conclusions of source [2], an
increased chlorine content in the initial mixture does not
facilitate a furtherance of the replacement process but rather
orly the formation of HCl and products of intensive chlorina-
tion. Our calculations also lead to a similar conclusion.
(See Figure 2.)

Figure 5 shows curves obtained for temperatures of 6000
and POO K, given a ratio of C12 : C2 H4 = 1 : 10 for the con-
stant of disassociation of chlorine; this constant is 1000
times larger than the one computed by formula (16) and cor-
responds to an energy of activation of 39.7 kilocal./mole at
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6000K and 37 kilocal./mole at 8000 K.

J .Figure 5. The dependence
on time of concentrations of
chlorine, ethylene, and di,.
"chlor-ethane under condi-
tions where * 1000 k15 .

T = 600 0 K(continuous lines)
• % ,-• T = 800oK (dashed lines)

1) 1 3L 10-1 &C41 ,

,. \ Key: 2 4 1 1 2
. .....", _.i) C in volumetric shares

•" 9 A i 2) .L in seconds

Calculations were carried out in which only k was
changed; all other ki were held constant. Or, all were
permitted to change and k1 5 was held constant.

These computations were carried out for the very same
initial ratio C12 C H =- I 10 for the following cases:
1) all constants (including k* calculated for 600QK; 2) k
calculated for 600 0 K, all othe constants calculated gor 806OK;
3) all constants of reaction rates calculated for 800 K. Here
it turned out that the time required for expenditure of chlo-
rine sharply decreases with an increase in the constant of re-
action rate of the disassociation of chlorine. Thus, for in-
stance, for 15f expenditure if chlorine the time required in
the first case was about 10 sec., while in the third case,
about 10-3 sec.

Thus, in the process of the chlorination of ethylene ac-
cording to reaction process (11), the value of the constant of
reaction rate for the disassociation of chlorine has the great-
est influence on the process. Therefore even a relatively
small variation in the values of the energy of activation or
in the factor before the exponential of the constant of reac-
tion rate of the disassociation of chlorine may substantially
distort the results of kinetics calculations, while at the
samc time, such a variation in the values of the other con-
stants of reaction rates evidently does not have such an inft1u-
ence. Because of this as accurate an experimental determina-
tion of the constant kl< as possible is desirable, as well as
a study of the conditions of the experiment on its value (the
ratio of surface to volume, the nature of the walls of.the
-action chamber, etc.*)
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*The authors thank V. Ya. Shtern, A. F. Revsin, G. V. Gulylev,
A. I. Subbetin, and Yu. A. Treger for their useful comments.

TI1. A calculation of the kinetics of the oxidation of methane
and a comparison of the results with experimenta. data.

The reaction of the oxidation of methane may be consi-
dered as a model of a large class of comple,ý_linked processes
of the oxidation of hydrocarbons. (Source L2).

The most valuable products of the oxidation of methane are
formaldehyde, if the oxidation is conducted at pressures not
exceeding atmospheric pressure, and methanol, if the reaction
occurs at high pressures (about 100 atmospheres). Formaldehyde
and methanol are intermediate products of the oxidation reac-
tion; the final products of this reaction are, of course, car-
bonic acid and water.

In many works devoted to the study of the process of the
oxidation of methane, relatively small production of formalde-
hyde has been achieved for a single passage of the raw material
through the reactor. (Sources fl3-28U). It is well known that
when this reaction is carried out at relatively low temperatures,
and for a short period of contact, the methane oxidizes practi-
cally totally into formaldehyde. However under these condi-
tions the quantity of oxidized methane is small and consequently,
the absolute production of formaldehyde is small. (Source F23).
Raising the temperature or increasing the contact timeQ leads
to an increase in the quantity of oxidezed methane, but not to
the increase in the production of formaldehyde, which itself
under these conditions oxidizes easily.

At the present time the best results in obtaining formal-
dehyde by the direct oxidation of methane (natural gas) by oxy-
gen in the air are achieved by the method advance in source 25
The basis of this method is the catalytic action of potassium
tet-aborate on the oxidation of methane, and the braking action
on the oxidation of formaldehyde caused by a nozzle introduced
into the reaction chamber. Also nitrous gases are added to
the reacting mixture; these catalyze the oxidation of methane.
The reacting mixture is composed of about 33,5 methane and about
67w air. The process is carried out at a temperature of about
100007<. The time the mixture remains in the reaction chamber,
Tcq -, is about 0.14-0.16 sec. The concentration of nitric
oxIRas is about I0,61 h- volume.

The production of formaldehyde for one pass through the
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reaction chamber is about 2.4-2.6% of the methane by volume;
for circulation six times the production is about 10 .6% by
volume.

Attempts to analyze the kinetics of this interesting re-
action have been made in source [3D for a solution of the prob-
lem of a one-dimensional combustion of methane. The basis of
these attempts is the method, proposed in source D33, of the
linearization of a set of equations which describes the oxida-
tion of methane. It is evident that without obtaining an evalu-
ation of the accuracy of the solution when linearization of
the equation set is performed, this method can not be used.
(See Section I.) Using the method developed in Section I we
have solved on a computer a set of differential equations de-
scribing the process of the oxidation of methane.

1. Setting up the problem and the methodology of the
computation.

A numerical solution is sought for the set of differen-
tial equations describing the kinetics of the gaseous iso-
thermal oxidation of methane by a mechanism that shall be
examined below. In Section I can be found the detailed expo-
sition of the algorithm of numerical integration, to a desired
degree of accuracy, developed for complex chemical reactions
for any proportions of constants of reaction rates in the equa-
tion set of the kinetics, the algorithm which we are using here.

The chemical model used in this article for the process of
the oxidation of methane is based on the radical-chain model
of the process proposed by N. N. Semenovyy. (See Table 2.*)

*Phe authors dtscussed the mechanism used here in detail with
A. 3. .Talvandyan, V. Azatyan, V. I. Vedeneyev, and S. S. Pol-
yak, and express their deep appreciation to them.
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t CITS +0Or-* CII, + HO, 10", sip (-.5500/fRT)
2 CIha+ "sOto

a C ITSOO !. CRjO + 01it 1018 sip (-2000/AT)

4 CIT 4 + OHcif- R +11,0 1U" sip (-&WI0RT)

5 Ce-fO + OH-%. HO-I-HCO 10"1 SIP (-6300/flT)

6 CH,0 + Or,-IICO + 11O, 10" exp (-32000/RT)

I HCO + or- CO+HO, 10'

8 CHI4 + HO-.HO,+ CRs tOU sip (-19750/nT)

0 CHO + HO,-.& H20-S + HCO 10u1 sip (-81500/AT)

1o CO + OH-. COS + H 1011 as* (-7000/AT)

II CHS + R"H-. C + IT. 1,5.1010 .xp(-1 1920/AT)
Its

12 CHfO +H-- HCO + H, 4.tIs'xp (-2000/RT)

I3 Cl!s + k-cuto

16 H +HO" HI +O 101tol

17 CHs +HO"-.CU,+O 10"ol

( B D ilouatmm. 3a ucsumemotex k,, wmewo Va3WePNCW4M o~ct
igXf -338 PISEOPMWOTh CCOW.

'fable 2. The mcclian.i- of' the oxid~ationj of' methane.

1. 1 41u niber
2.Reaction
1.Constant of rate of' reaction rate.
b.All constanto with the oxception of' k have the
dimersions l1ter/mo'je.sec The constantk a

As cn b see, r'v-ton .11i a reaction representinZ
t.-he -tarrt of' tho chair; ren.ctio22c :~-~and. 7-12 are a contizro-
atton ofI'the ch"-r; reactiona "16 rcpresents the branching of'
the chaIr; reacti~ons Y13-17 r~r~tthe ma--- boakage of'
chlinlyo (In which roactiono "13 and 1h.. rcpresellt a quadratic
bralzarer.% Tn 'Jic same, Ti 2-ý ari: show~n tho consLants of'

ns~t~ ates corrc-spon~ang to thýý varioiis n.,antions. ~ozt.
-9' ~vai',cn fVor thn constanto licto-M. nore l1ctez'm'ned tin a



temperature range not exceeding about 10000K. The usual values
were used for all recombinational chain breakages.

Using the method of quasi-stationary concentrations, from
the set of reaction processes and generally coinciding with it,
it is possible to extract expressions for the change over time
of the reaction (source U221). This permits us to establish
that the maximum concentration of formaldehyde depends only on
the temperature and is determined by the following relationship:

.HCHOJ., - exp (-8500/IT) [CHR], (33)

"This is close to the result obtained experimentally in source

_ .CHOI - (34)

It is essential to note that this relationship is ob-
tained for the case where the intermediate product is formed
and disforms itself by means of a chain reaction. It should
also be pointed out that the experimental results supporting
the validity of relationship (34) were obtained for tempera-
tures not higher than 900 0 K (source E303).

?or the computations we examined 15 components, for
whose concentrations we have adopted the following designa-
tions:

CoeAnnenne 0 CH4 0, CH, HO, C01,00 CO20 OH
Hourzeupamnt c, s5  C CS o ft

CoO~nnesne% H:O HC10 CO 11&0 HS C00 1t C•,H

Konuoa-rpauu$t esc o  ci en ci s cis cis C en

Key:
1. radical 3. radical
2. concentration 4. concentration

Corresponding to the chemical model chosen a set of 15
ron-linear, ordinary differential equations (355 was set up:
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-k~C~C- ktcle, ---k~cc 4 - kj.c,c, + k17c,,e 4

-. • - - kcca, - kec, - kc 2c, + A*C,' +
* + k1sedc, + kjac4c14 + k1lc,4

de k --kicica - 2kL3C, - k17 cIC4 + kcLct + k4eclc +

S+ kaele4 + kujcjjc

- k -CI - k,$c4 . - 2k14c: - k16cA2 - k1 e4Sc 4

- kleca + kic~c3 ± ka.c, + k-clc,
•'C f - k.c- + ktc,
dt
de - kiecT - kocle - kCc4ce - k scic. + k~es

•,r k6cc? - kLcGc7 - k1oC7C1Q - kiae7 + k;C(

rt k4cjý, + k6 cc + kcic 7

d4 - - kc.c, + kscc, + ksec, + kc 4c, + k11ec.c,

den = - koc~elo + klcc 9g

"-"= kCC + kVce. + k14ct

deo - k11c.c-[ + kCxOMe- + k16C4C14

dl

d"=-k11ce 1.j - -jCsj k1scejeu + k10c~clo
di

d".= + k13e2

in the case where the reaction proceeds in a current
flow, the proper equations of hydrodynamics should be added
to a differential equation set (35) and the aggregate set
should bc solved together, as was done, for instance, in
source C 5]3. Tf each of the equations of the set is pre-
sented in the form

dy 
4 

)
thýn, as was shown in Section 1,3, when the following con-
dition holds:

..hore i. s the reaction tirie.and the required accuracy,

several components will enter the so-called quasi-stationary
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state within a time short by comparison with the reaction time.
For this reaction which we are examining--the oxidation of
methane--such compogentý are ce (since, for instance, when the
temperature is 1000iK a. = 0.4ý4.10 ) and also under certain
circumstances c and c 5(in particular, when c, and c2 are
sufficiently large at ?he start of the reaction). Here cg
entgrs the quasi-stationary state at a time of the order f
10-ý, while cj and c 9 -- if the conditions concerning c1(O) and

62(0) are fulfilled--enter the quasi-stationary state at a timeone or two orders of magnitude later. As was shown earlier in

Section 1,3, a solution of this set of equations using usual
methods is practically impossible, since the indicated equa-
tions, for entry of the corresponding concentrations into the
quasi-stationary state, yield oscillating, unstable solutions
in the numerical integration process. The algorithm used by
us enables us to remove this difficulty entirely.

Tt is important that in this case the equations for the
determination of c , c , and c are independent of each other;
this considerably dimplifies tRe computation. The difference
between the value of concentration c from its quasi-stationary
value becomes negligibly small when l lnO /k1. Moreover,
inasmuch as c7 pnd c take part in second-order ýeactions (and
consequently, a may 9 decreaso as a functioc of the rates of
disassociation , cz, c ,c 4 ; likewise a as a function of
the rate of disagsoclati6g of c,), they maQ with the passage
of time leave the quasi-stationary state. Hence, in order to
insure the desired degree of accuracy in the computation pro-
cess, it is essential to check for the satisfying of the con-
ditions for the quasi-stationary condition for c7 and c9.

The numerical integration of this set of equations was
dore by the method of Runge--Kutt with automatic selection of
the in erval of integration and a relative error of from 10-'
to I0"^ Initial concentrations of methane and oxygen

`: = 0.29 : 0.71) are taken to be the initial conditions
Sof 0i, set of differential equations (35) that is under exami-

Snat i or..

7.iscussion of the results of the numerical integra-
tion set (35) and a comparison of them with experimental
riata.

2a) i'lie functions c =_ .(T). c. =_ (t. dc/dt = f(t).

Ti-e numerical integration of equation set (35) was car-
r-C o0t for he temperature range 800-17000 K. As a result,
: tho roc~l.Cce on time of the concentrations of all substances
ýal--•-.. .art in the reaction was obtained for various tempera-

... i. ' range, as well as curves of their expenditure
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and formation. The dependence on temperature ofhall concen-
trations that was thus found for the instant 10 ' sec. is
shown In Figures 6a and 6b. Moreover, in order to clarify
the influence of chain breakages (see equations #13-17 in Table
2) on the process, calculations were carried out under the same
conditions for the reaction process 1-12.

4.1 .

14 .
9~

UO 41, ,

- ) 1 --(01.1; U -- (0,1, . --10' CCR,0; a--SO CH.]; ID--SO (COl; 15--10' (II,); 11--0'
- (COl.

'.) 8--1" (cH. 4-102 rOJ. S5-10'1 OCR,0;; 7-104' (Oi; --10' [MCOI; 11-10 MA.OE1;
z--10' Ink1; is-tot [CC..

Figures 6a, 6b
The dependence on temperature of concentrations of

substances taking part in the oxidation of methane.
NCy:
1. _CT1 1 in volumetric shares.
2. c•(-= 2) in volumetric shares.
3. ci in volumetric shares.

Figures 7a, 7b and. qa and gb show in semi-logarithmic scale
the computatton results at 1300 K for the abbreviated (not
taking into account chain breakcages) and full reagtion process,
aY1 Fi 1iures 9a and 9b show the same curves at 800S K for the
full reaction process.

It follows from an examination of Figures 7a and 7b that
the curves for concentrations of 0O, Ho0n, H, H 02H20, H2 and
C02 reach saturation at a time of the order of•1_-0 sec.
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• 7, 7b

• • . 8•.,-"( t•

4,

43- 1 1

9

-1 k87

a) . - CCH]; 0 - [0,.; a-10 ([CH,];: i--o' [HO,]: #-tot ECHSO]; 7-IOIOHI:ZI-
--t#0' (CH.00; s - [H,01; #-to' [HC0; zo -- rco]; is - [H,]; j•-- [C00,;

d-tol [CH]

Figures 7a, 7b. The dlependence on time of the concentra-
tions for the reaction set #1-12 from Table 1 (without reactions
of chain breakage)

,'ey:
1. c. in volumetric shares.
2 cJ in volumetric shares.
3: t3in seconds.
4. tIn seconds. go. •b

C. •od•~p hiiP -. , o0 • ,,M,,

47-4
2 7

45 2 ~45-a

45 44-1

42

.4 2

717- 4 O• 10• - 1V T " iV0. 10 _0

2) 1 - I(CH ; 0 -- 0,1: s--1o, CH,]; --101 [CHoo]; a - [lr,0J; (C -- [0 ]; is-10J
(CH..]
-) -- 10[ [HO,]; --10, [CHo0; 7-10' 0oal; P-10, (0100; 11 - [Ho,.]i;--O [H,.1;
is -f '[00,1 14-00 [it]

Pi'jgures 9a, 8b. The dependence on time of the concen-
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trations for the complete set of reactions /11-17 from Table
2 (including reactions of chain breakage).

Key:
1. c. in volumetric shares.
2m c in volumetric shares.
3p th in seconds.4.•in seconds.

Tn the caýse where the complete set of reactions is examined
(sec Ripures 8a, 8b), as could have been expected, the curves
for the concentrations of the radicals (such as HOp and H)
pass through a maximum, while the concentrations oý H203, H 02,
TI and others (which are the products of the reactions of 2
cgain breakage continue to increase. For the same tempera-
tures and. for the set of reactions ;/1-12 (see Table 2), cal-
culations were carried out for a decrease in constant k by
a factor of 1000, which corresponds to an increase in t~e
energy of activation of, for e6ample, 14 kilocal. at 10000K
and almost 18 kilocal. at 1300 K. Here it would seem that
such a decrease in the value of k has practically no effect
at all on the process. This situAtion agrees with N.N.
Semcnovýs proposition that the process of the formation of
formaldehyde is determined by the reaction

CH, + O2-- CHIO + OH,

c-ice reaction `3 follows q'iite quickly after reaction ,2
(Sce Table 2) (Source 31j).

Ac could have been expected, with ar. increase in tempera-
tiure the curves, while maintaininig their likenesses, are di2-
place(. ("compressed," and "1stretchcd out") along the time axis.(Sec� igures 3a, Sb, 9a, 9h.)

It. A M a mUJL5n,b Cj. Ofi6IIIN r?0w7UJD

/5.

6,1- ~ CH4J--|O C O ,J; --tO' [Co]; ; 4 - 1oIRO.; .9-10' IC OI;
) -Jos ICHoO), 8-t0' (CH OI; '-10' [O] -10' [H1.0); 01'[o;n£0' [0lO; 12-fO' (CO,]; is--o0 1)1,]
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Figures 9a, 9b. The dependence on time of the concen-
trations for the full set of reactions.

Key:
1. c. in volumetric shares.
2. cý in volumetric shares.
3. toin sccoyids.
4. 7 in seconds.

Figures 10 and 11 show the dependence on time of the ex-
penditure of CH4 and 0 for temperatures of 1000 0 K and 1500°K.
For purposes of comparison the curves of dependence on time of
the concentration of formaldehyde corresponding to these tem-
peratures has been added to these figures. From an examination
of Figures 10 and 11 it can be seen that with an increase in
temperature the maxima of the expenditure curves of CH and 02
get closer (in time) to the maximum of the curve for te con-
centration of CH2 0.

"ar |l dt - Figure 10. The dependence
2 on time of the rate ,)f ex-

4 5 , a penditure of 1) methane,
2) oxygen, and 3) the con-
centratioii of formaldehyde

* a\ Ifor a complets set of reac-
tions at 1000 K.

Key:
41 1. t in seconds.

Figure 11. The dependence
on time of the rate of ex-

SPS penditure of 1) methane,
3 2) oxygen, and 3) the con-

2 D 4 '0 centration of formaldehyde
ofor a complete set of reac-

tions at 1500°K.
Key:

4 1. t in seconds.

t ie
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Figure 12 shows the dependence on time of the rate of for-
mation of CH 0 for diffc rent temperatures. With an increase
in temperature the curves are displaced leftward along the
time axis in the direction of smaller times; the maximum
values of the curves increase; but their forms do not change.

AdIVH2OJ

SU. Figure 12. Dependence
i1,0- on time of the rate of

formation of formalde-
hyde for different tem-

2 peratures.

I Key:
] 1. t in seconds.

J-T.- 1500K;A - f0-$; t 7-T i300'K;A - i -r a•T=
1 -iO000K. A -10-; 4 - T - 800SK, A =- 10

In order to study the change in the mechanism of the
oxidation of methane in the temperature range under cons,'dera-
tion, the length of the chains was calculated. The numerical
values for the calculation were taken at points where the con-
centration of formaldehyde was 90Z of its maximum.

The results of the computation were as follows:
7, "K ........... 1000 1300 0543 VO.

(1 v (A irta rtewr).., 120 77 17 0.41

K(ey:

1. v(the length of the chain)

It is evident from these data that the chain mechanism
for the oxidation• of methane occurs only up to temperatures of
about 1500-17000 K, in which ranxc equation (33), obtained on
the basis of a chain process of reactions, is already no longer
in eofcot. 'Jo have no d}ata of any hind at our disposal con-
cerning the type cf mechanism for the oxidation of methane at
h -,h- o ... opratures. It may be supposed with some degree of

ccrtainb that it will be of the free-radical type.

"'h) e energy of activation of the oxidation of methane.

t1o' 9f :ctha:e o"ecreases withl an increase in temperature. The



corresponding data are presented in Table 3, in which the con-
ditionis of the experiment are also indicabed, since the numeri-
cal values obtained also depend on the condition of the surface
of the reaction chamber and the nature of the mixture.

YoiIOiUa mei ~KI enHcTa )

Q) (aTR S . '~A'ob .Ifrhlly
. , aaL TO n[ Pimanite

748-798 0,4 2C014+O, CoVA 0 - 603(-748)-T211 ýM•( 2 73-708)

0,4 2CIT&+ o, .w•. 65 (748)-5o0(793)

773--198 0),2 C114 + 20 32 (773)-25 (708) ia6a.4JJ6

748-798 6,66 F.C14+20, cOEA 95 (748)-65 (790)

r ~ 898-948 0,006 CH's +0, COCYJI o5pIjO- 4

873-948 0,13 2CQr4 -+302, ocyA nporpeT 78
88--935,5 0.4 2CHt-$-302 .pO 57- 0 27

873-948 0,2 2CII4 + O Cocyz aporpe a& 57
873-935,5 0,3 2CHI+30 CoCY noje 70--5

PbO

1050- 3<;p<9 70aAr + 21,5-33.8 [321
2100 9%CH4 +

21% Os

1420- 4, <P 70% Ar+ 49,5 (3-11
2000 -0,71 18%CH4 +

12% 0,

U100- Boaee 54% 44 52,9 [33100tNeaths a mO-
.20 00 "3TO-HNOIO.

P oMenw cSe0

700-1700 Mae 5% 20,6 (331!i Mlua Itme-"

sa tawkn asepa-
TSEO-XMICAO-

mod CIaO n ajjncaAas Teunepaxypb. z•n-u Koompmx no.zy'benM ou aqtnHR aaepr q

Ta)h.ie 3. 'he dependence of the energy of activation upon
thri condition.).s of the experiment.

temperat~ure range, K.

2. conditions of the experiment.
3. p ir atmospheres.
!. naLure of the mixture.

in lilocal./mole.
*. ource of data.

0. ,actior chamber treated with hydrofluoric acid.
9. Reaction chamber "old."

10. TLeactior cha!ber treated with hydrofluoric acid.
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11. Reaction chamber "old."
12. Reaction chamber treated with hydrofluoric acid.
13. Reaction chamber heated up.
14. Reaction chamber covered with lead oxide.
15. Reaction chamber heated up.
16. Reaction chamber covered with lead oxide.
17. table 46, table 47, etc.
1 M. More than 5Wmethane in a methane-oxygen mixture.
19. Less than 50,, methane in a methane-oxygen mixture.
20. * The numbers in parentheses are the temperatures for

which the values of the energy of activation were
obtained.

For all of the picture's complexity, it can be seen that the
energy of' activation decreases with an increase in temperature
(and also, evidently, with an increase in pressure).

Sourco [22- offers several reflections on this subject.
At any rate, the indicated tendency is distinctly noticeable
in all of the experiments.

t 1 Lo connection let us examine the energies of activa-
or of '-he oxidation of methane shown in Table 4, which were

derived from the relationships:

* 1d[CNIh i IYB i-(-) (.1),

lu ,. I,,,. = !(2),

I rdlc~l I -I(- (3),dt T)

7m~pPCPZaAIAIOAb

Key:
.... _�___' •_ I 1. Temperature range, K.

2. 2 in kilocal./mole.
1200-1300 25,0 21,2 30,0 32,8
1300-1400 25,0 23,62 26,6 28,0
100--1600 18,6 18,6 18,2 17.0

Table 4° Various valiies for the energy of activation of
the oxidation of methane.

_ Lj. _



It can be seen from.-Table 4 that the tendency (noted in
the experiments listed in Table 3) for the energy of activation
of the oxidation of methane to decrease for an increase in tem-
perature--that this tendency derives from the mechanism shown
in Table 2, because the data of Table 4 are the mathematical
consequence of a computation of that mechanism.

The values for the energy of activation calculated by
different methods agree well with each other, with the excep-
tion of the values determined in the 1200-1300 0 K range using
the expenditure of C114 and 02, on the one hand, and using the
formation of CO and H20, on the other hand. The reason for
this discrepancy is not clear although the problem was noted
in 3everal sources (source Db ).

2c ) Comparison of computation results with experimental
data.

An experimental investigation of the oxidation of methane
was conducted in a plasma stream of argon (sources '3O, [3•).
-de shall compare these experimental data with the results of
the computation. First of all it must be noted that the results
of experiemnts in a stationary plasma stream at atmospheric
pressure for various chemical reactions a ree well with data
obtained under static conditions (source Q). The error of
temperature measurement in sources U34t3g was t 10 - 12%,
which does not exceed the usual errors in that temperature

-ean;ze; the error in measuring the concentrations of most of
the cases was ± 5, and that in the determination of CH2 0 wasS0 2

The following can be seen from an examination of Figure 13:

Figure 13
A comparison
of calculated
curves with ex-
perimental data.

i. experimental
points.

S2. experimental48 VZ 1"5 2' 2.1 -- t$ points.
3. experimental

(C.] D1 points.
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if
1) the experimental points for the temperature interval

of calculation from 800 to 1700 K satisfactorily agree with
the calculated curves.

R 2) Both the calculated curve and the experimental data
for the formation of formaldehyde show a maximum approximately
in the 1500-1600 0 K range. Thus, this important result of the
calculation is.. fully confirmed by experiment. It is essential
to note that this maximum determines a formerly unknown fron-
tier in the usefulness of equation (33). It remains an open
question whether this frontier is connected with a change in
the mechanism of reaction or occurs for some other reason.

3) Calling attention to itself is the fact that production
of CH2 0 (curve 2 in Figure 13) grows considerably faster up to
the maximmum point than it decreases after the maximum. This
is easily seen from an examination of the experimental data and
is noticeable on the calculated curve (although the part of the
calculated curve after the maximum is not large).

.Let us now compare the calculated data shown ia Table 4

Sthe result of calculation of the energyr of activation
found in source C352 for pressure p 1 atmosphere .(See Table

TIP '/a&. ___________

__ , I ha," -C I quo,,-,,, .... .....i... ...?CuU
DL

1-00-13D° 25-1-08 (29,6.t.8.)o" .2., 1 (10,-14,9),10' 30.0.0' ( 'tf4,S).to$

t5.00-16o00 ,8.,610, (10.0,:3.3). 10,o' 196... -,.6812, )., 10' 8,.2.,0' (,8.o±3,,

Table 5. Values of the energy of activation determined
by 1) the expenditure of Ci4, 2)the expenditure of 0, and
3 the formation of CO.

Ney:
1. '.,,peratura range, K 5. caloulatucd
2. • in kiloca!./mole 6. experirntal
3. calculated 7. calculated
4. experimen tal . e<perimcntal

If the inaccuracies of the experiment and of the initial
data for t,ho calculation are taken into account, Lhen the agree-
mc(2n; between calculated a' id experimental value2 of the energy
of activation must be concecped to be a good one. Thus the

,,'eer~ment~al data and the calculation according to thc mechanism
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of Table 2 agree and both indicate what has already been men-
tioned by many authors--that the energy of activation of the
oxidation of methane decreases with an increase in temperature.

In conclusion we shall make one comment in the spirit of.
the proposition developed later in this book Cin a chapt9x
much later than the chapter here being translated..TransUl
about using the computer to search for the most probable mech-
anism of this or that chemical reaction. For the calculation
of the mechanism of reaction of the oxidation of methane, lis-
ted in Table 2, we have: a good approximation by experimental
points; the absence of the influence of K on the oxidation
process; the fulfilling within discrete l.mits of equation (34);
the agreement of the calculated values for the energy of acti-
vation with experimental observations, ,d the fulfillment of
the experimentally-found tendency for the energy of activation
to decrease with an increase in temperature. Although we did
not examine other possible mechanisms for the oxidation of
methane (this was not the purpose of the present article), a
review of the results, which were not earlier inserted into
the computer program, shows that the mechanism of Table 2 is,
at the least, one of those which correctly reflect both the
totality and the sequence of stages of the reactions of the
real process of oxidation of methane.

!V. The influence of initial conditions on the solution
of a set of equations of chemical kinetics and hydrodynamics,
(for example the pyrolysis of methane in a current stream).

An investigation of chemical processes (especially the
ncn-isothermal ones in a current, which are one of the more
widely encountered types in chemical technology), demands a.
clarification of the effect of a change in the initial condi-
tions (temperature, the ratios of concentrations, etc.) on
tf.- solution of the differential equation set that i3 the model
of the process. Tn this section, using the pyrolysis of methane
in a plasma stream as an example, such an investigation is car-
ried oi.it by means of a numerical solution on an electronic digi-
tal computer.* In source L15], on the mathematical model of
a plasma-chemical process of the donversion of methane to

*Tn an appendix Eto the book in which this article is found,
on p. 23,1 the question of using electronic analog computers
for problems of this type is discussed.

aoetylcnei thc folloviing items were taken: the initial tempera-
F, I (0, rhe initial speed v(O) of the plasma stream, the
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i initial concentration 'C, (0) of methane; and the influence of
these items on the maximum concentration of acetylene (z•),

the length of the reaction chamber L, and other magnitudes
was studied. As a result it was noted that the dependence of
Z'1(z.), L, and other variables on the initial conditions enables
us to take a look at the possibility of optimally controlling
the plasma-chemical process by means of corresponding changes
in these Cinitia]2 conditions.

:We regard the plasma-chemical reaction chamber as a device
of automatic control. It is well known that in order to describe
a device of automatic control, it is necessary to specify the
relationships between its outputs and inputs. These relation-
ships may be found f or a plasma-chemical reaction chamber by
using the mathematical model of source U53of the process of
the conversion of methane to acetylene. In this source was
examined the following set of ordinary, non-linear differential
first-order equations, which to certain degrees of approxima-
ticon simulate the plasma-chemical reaction of the conversion
of mncthane to acetylene in a hydrogen plasma stream:

d•(k) T -, (Z)

Aw IL) k

SIt,(
2- (zkh(T)Cz)(z)Jz

M

dsl
2, ( t + --(z)

Jz-



. and are constants determined by the initial condi-t ons

The numerical integration on a computer of the equation
set (36), for a given aggregate of constants of reaction rates
k,(T), k2(T) and k3(T), enables us, by changing the initial
conditions TIO), v(0), and c (0), to establish a dependence
on T(o), v(O), c,(O) of the solutions of this equation set for
any Z. In connection with this it is natural to take the mag-
nitudes T(O), v(O), and Z (0) as inputs to the plasma-chemical
reaction chamber.*

*We shall not further be interested in the dependences of the
outputs on input v(0), since it is shown in source _..that a
change in v(O) does not influence the kinetics of the chemical
reactions, but only changes the special extent of the process.

The choice of magnitudes Lvariablesj to be taken as outputs
depends on the end-purpose of the process and is, to a certain
extent, given. As quantities to be taken as outputs of the
plasma-chemical reaction in this article the following will be
examined, all determined at the point where the concentration
of acetylene reaches a maximum (zv):

a) the length of the segment measured from the end of the
reaction chamber z = O'to z =-z . This segment, in which the
reaction of the conversion of methane to acetylene takes
place for the most part, is designated L and is called the ef-fective length of the plasma-chemical reactor, in accordance
with the term used in source D73;

b) the maximum of the concentration of acetylene, 01z•);

c) the degree of decomposition of methane.

•(0) (37)

Each of the outputs is a function of all of the inputs,
and also parametrically depends on the constants of reaction
rates k , k,, and k which are coefficients in equations
cet (36Y. That is: 3

L=fg1 IT(O), j (O), v (O); k1 , kj, kI,]

W (z,)=gt T(O),i (o), v (o); k1,ka, k, !. (38)

s =g, lT(O),c (0), v (0); kc1, ks, k,] J
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Because equation set (36) can not be solved analytically,
it is impossible to determine directly the functional depen-
dences (3q) of the outputs using the inputs and constants kl,
*½- k, and k). However, numerical integration by computer of
our equation set onables us to solve the following problems:

i) The construction of the approximate dependence of the
outnuts on the inputs for a given choice of the constants k,
kI and k3 . These dependences will be called the static charac-
teristics of the plasma-chemical reactor in the discussion to
follow.

2) The clarification of the degree to which the static
T• characteristics of the plasma-chemical reactor change for a

change in the aggregate of constants k1 , kt_, and k-3, and as a
result of this, the examination of the influence of an inac-
curate determination of the constants of reaction rates on
the outputs of the reactor. Differences in the values of the
outputs for fixed inputs, caused by changes in one or another
of the constants of reaction rates, may serve as a measure of
the sensitivity of the mathematical model of the plasma-chemi-
cal reactor to such changes in these constants of reaction
rates.

In view of' the fact that under real conditions the inputs
undergo random perturbations, the problem arises of studying
the effect of these perturbations on the outputs of the reactor.
1.!e consider this problem as a problem of the passage of a ran-
dom perturbation through a transformer, the latter in this
case being the plasma-chemical reactor. The mathematical expec-
tations concerning the outputs will depend on the statistical
cha'act-eristics of the perturbations. It is evident that these
dependcnces need not be taken into account when the variation
in the value of the outputs caused by an inexact determination
of the constants of the reaction rates is considerably larger
than the charges in outputs caused by random perturbations.

1. Settinre up the static characteristics of the plasma-
chemical reactor.

B•y -iumerically Integrating the equation set (36) for five
variants of each of the inputs c (0) ov i(0) with tke other
np:ut hel constant, it is possible to construct the graphical

dependences of all of the outputs L c3, z, and s on each of
the inputs c, (0) and :(O)a

FiPure l4a shows the dependence of c(ZM), sand -, on

T(0) for fired values of inputs c (0) = 0.95 by weight and
v(0) 3.10 cm/sec. Figure 14b shows the dependence of
c (z), s and L on c (0) for fixcA values of inputs
T(D) = u. ,'i 0 K C)7 and v(O) = 310' cm)/sec.
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Figures 14a, 14b. The dependence of 1) the maximum con-
centration of acetylene, .,(z•), 2) the degree of decomposition
of methane, a, and 3) the length of the reactor, L, on dif-
ferent inputs into the plasma-chemical reactor.

Key: "
1- c-3 (z•, by weight.
2. ý3(zý), byyweight.3.T(0), 103 'W.

4. • (0 by weight

Using the curves it is possible to write the approxi-
mate analytical dependences between the given inputs and out-
puts, by means of approximating these curves with linear and
quadratic functions.

The dcoendences of outputs cC(z , Iand s on the outputs

T(O) and p (0) are shown by the corresponding formulas (39-41)
and (421- 4 4).
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"z(Zm) 0,125 + 3,5. 1W- {T(0)- 2000), (39)
(2000 < T (0) < 3o 00° K.*

C, (z.) =0,476 + 3,44 10-4 T (0) - 3000) - ,6. 10-' (T (0)-3000}',
(39a)

1300P < T (0) < 3500 -K 1.
L 67-9. 10-2T(0) - 2000} + 0,44. 10- (T (0) - 200012, (40)

12000 < T (0) , 3o00o K.

L221-2,6.10- (T (0)-- 3000)- 0,8. 10- (T(O)-- 3000)}, (40a)
13000 < T (0) < 3500 OK.

a 24,7 + 5,83. 10-2 {T (0) - 20001, (41)
12000 • T (0) < 3000 'K ].

a 83 + 0,558.10-1 {T (0) - 3000) -0,464-1-4' {T (0)-- 3000)',
(41a)

13000 < T (0) 3500 'K (.

c(Z3) = 0,5887 + 0,33 {j (0) - 0,87), (42)
[0,87<;(07)<0,93 Bec. gomni..

3 (z,.) = 0,6085 + 0,1758 f, (0) - 0,93} - 4,29 (C, (0) -0,93)2 (42a)
10,93 < 2 (0) < 0,99 Bee. Aona].

L = 2,0+21,7{ (0) -0,87) + 3,88-10' {c,(0)-0,87}', (43)
10,87< (0)'<0,93 Bec. oAjn].

L= - ,7 + 24,17 {e'•(O) -'-O,93) + 2.0 1010,{c(O)._o,g9 3), (4;3)

10,93 <, • (0) < 0,99 Bee. AO:1111.

s = 100; 10,87 c' (0) < 0,93 BeO. A~aou. (44)

s= -- 0- 0,391 • 1o2 { , (o) -- 0, 93)- 0At 7 (0}-- 0 q.3}=, (44a)

10,93 .; 1 (0) < 0,99 Bec. .o:,j.I.

*Note to formula (39): Within the brackets are indicated the
ranges of change of inputs for which these dependences hold.

The above formulas for all outputs as functions, c' the
inpnuts - (0) and T(O) show that the plasma-chemical reactor
is a non-linear tr'ansformer for these inputs, and the curves
we have constructed, to,7ether with the correspondin[ approxi-
mate analytical cxprcs.;ions, are its non-linear characteristics0
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2. The influence of fluctuating initial conditions On
the solution to equation set (36): settin;, ur the problem.

In carrying out the calculations above, the initial con-
d itions • M and T(O) were assumed to be independent of time.
In connection with this the characteristics obtained for the
reactor, when the reactor is regarded as a non-linear trans-
former, are the reactor's static characteristics. Under real
conditions the initial concentration of methane and the ini-
tial temperature of the gas mixture undergo random fluctuations
over time. l'Ie shall describe in terms of stationary random
functions (source D ,[391) these mathematically random time
fluctuations of the initial concentratior ^, (0) and of the ini-
tial temperature T(O), assuming'u (0) an( T0) to be absolutely
continuous, normal, random functions of k Since the random

*-In order to compare the results obtained for such an approach,
with experimental data, it is evident that it 'must also be
assumed that these random functions are ergodic. For this it
is sufficient that their self-correlative functions do not
approach zero too slowly (source 3).

Xuncti~ps under examination vary over a finite interval
L, x1j (where x is either of the two functions •(0) and.
T) it is necessary to use truncated normal distributions
(source •0o).

The one-dimensional truncated nornil law of distribution
has the following form:

0 &%i~1 (*

where x, = x(t 1 ) and 6X is the mean square deviation of t.,j
random Tnction. The magnitude j is chosen such that f (x )
is normal to unity in. the interval of definition for th An-
dom function.

If the inputs of a non-linear transformer are stationary
random functions of time, then the transformer's outputs •,

,'(z,), and a will also be stationary random functions of
time (ass,-uning that the non-linear transformer has stationary

characteristics). For the determination of the statistical
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characteristics of these random functions we use formulas
(39)-(44). Here it is assumed thatthe non-linear transfor--
nmer is non-inertial (sources 3 e1, L1i, C42:); that is, any

output y(t) at a given moment of time t is expressed as a funo-
tion of any input x(t) at the same moment of time:

'~)yFIX(4W. (46)

3. The determination of the mathematical expectations
and of the correlation functions of and

The basic practical consideration in the study and con-
struction of non-linear systems at the present time is know-
ledge of the correlation function and the mathematical expec-
tation of the random output function. The mathematical expec-
tation <y) of a stationary random process y(t) for an output
of a non-linear transformer is determined in the following
way (source [433):

<Y)•> = (,) + <Y2>' (47)

where
I k

<y>= Dz At.Z~Z XQL()-Q( I).}
I 0 (48)

1-6 1_0
and t (49)

l exp( -- 7
•nCO

82 (5•)

:iere A , are the constant coefficients in formulas (29)-
*(k4)1, !ý'_s $he value of 4 dividing the region of variatio.ni

[x*, x- into two equal parts.

The computational formula for the correlatio.:n function
of the output ) is written in the following form (source

,iiI



Ry (0)=, l•x,=,) ,t ,(52)

II iI

ft-I

kl
. M<za Da<+D) AkP.l F

Mi. +lx - Do•- Fr TI ( k -- I Xs'', • 1

--t2 - ,, (53)
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a

ti
whore r(O is the normal self-correlation function of input

, V (54)
OX (5 5op'. s)

In practice in computations using formula (52) it is
necessary to be limited by the finite number of terms of
order m. The evaluation of accuracy of the approximated deter-
mination of the correlation function 13 ) is given by the
following formula (source L433):

IR (0)R- R.(o)I• c-* (56)

Ry'(e) = B' . (57,) ,(

R, =n (0) ý F., B, (,Z'>, (,
,,t (58)

The results of computing the dependences of the mathe-"
matical expectations ? (z,)5 , ,&ýand L on the mean-
square deviation of ini ia" temperature (for a given mathe-
matical expectation of the initial temperature (T(O)> = 3000°K
and a constant value of the initial concentration of methane
"",' (0) = 0.95 by weight) are shown in Figure 15a, curves 1-3
re;ycctively. Figure 1lhb curves 1-3 show the dependencies of
<(zf)> c so , and < L5 on the mean-square deviation of the
ini iaT concentration of methane 6 (w,'here the mathematical ex-
pectation of the initial concentration of methane(y, (0)> 0.95
cy w•'ght and the constant of the initial temperature
T(O) - '5006o"rtC D

(t),(P1(~(m)Ž 5c. O (w847 . <t. CM <Cj(zm))" 0cc. UO

- P5 -0
W1 20 1 401 432

7 iCur~s 15a, 15b.
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For Figures 15a 15b: The dependence of the mathematical
e'xrectatton of 11) the maximum concentration of acetylene
<' (z•)> , (2) the degree of decomposition of methane( s)
and(3) the length of the reaction chamber (L Žon the mean-
square deviation of •ifferent inputs to a plasma-chemical
reactor v(O) 3 3"10" M/sec.

Ke.2 e: 2 (z,), by weight
I. by weight 3. (z71), by weight.

On the basis of these curves the following approximate
analytical functions were set up:

(,(-J)> = 0,475 - 3,166. Ira. - 1,833.10-I74,
<L) = 21' -- 1,135.-10-207.+ 0,355. 10-• (3,,
(s) = 8 3 -O0,2 17. iO 3 ar -0,283- 10-1d;

( 0 < t < 300 -K). (59)
03 (z,.) >=0,6103 -- 0,425 *,, + 9,5 di-,

<L> 6 ,0 + i5tv + 5. 102:q,,
(s) =99,2 -- 40 auf + 2- 10 am

0 o< am <o0,02 9'ý • h (60)

A calculation of formulas (52), (53), and (54) gave the
following formula for the correlation function of the output

JZO3,)il• (z). (L'i the calculation, m = 3, T(0) 30000K,
C(IO" 0.95, and - 1000K):

The relative error in the determination of the correlation
function of the output ? (7m) is about 107'.

4. Tbhe influence of the values of the constants of
reaction rates on the inputs of a plasma-chemical reactor,
for the high-temperature decoMiosition of methane and ethy-
lene.

It is well known that the values found by various authors
for the energy of activation and the pre-exponential coeffi-
cients of the constants of reaction rates, for one or another
chemical reactions, often fluctuate over wide ranges; hence,
r•lection of their most probable values is a matter of consi-
derable di~ficulty. Such a 'ituation is true for the process
of conversion of methane into acetylene (sources r_44-462 ).

Table 6 shows the reaction process and values for the
energy of activation and for the pre-exponential coefficients
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or tie constac of reaction rates which have been obtained
by various atlhers for this process in different cxperiments
usin-g various methods.

2C0th-' 0t1+ 2111 4,5.1t01 j 91 1441
too 103 145J

C4Hf-1 CdH2 + Hs 2,57-10 40 1441
2,2-10" 60 1461

CN•,-•- 2C + Hs 1,7.1to 30 1441

i'able 6. The values of the constants of reaction rates
of the process of the pyrolysis of methane, according to
various sources.

KTey:
1. reaction 3. F in kilocal./mole
2. ko in sec.-I i. source.

In order to clarify the question of the sensitivity of
tli mathematical model of the plasma-chemical reactor to a
chango in the constanbs of reaction rates kI and k , for dif-
ferent initial temperatures T(0), we have construced the
static characteristics reflecting the output 83 (z.) as a
function of input T(O) for various selections of the indi-
cated constants and for fixed inputs v(0) = 3.104 cm./sec.
and le (0) = 0.9 by weight. For this purpose an integration
by computer was carried out on equation set (36) for the
Sfollowing combinations of constants taken from Tab.le 6;

IC kq , (1 1 1,k),(kI IV

acod foý the followj, ng three inputs of T(O) : 2.5 403
3.0 "10J and 3.*5.10', for flxed inputs v(O) 3-10 : cm. /s c.

am. c(0) = 0.9 by weight.

*Th.-. indicos A, 2, and C for the constants of reacti.eion rates
of '.hb chemical roactions indicate that they were taker from
sources .J, [kfl, aidC[46] respectively. The constanlt k3
was ir all acoas tic sae (cc c Tacwe r).

The coiuputatiors wc,-e carried out a[. the coo;iputier center
of the Academy of Sco.e-ccs of th, !'S2'1 on a t"ntrela" Arr'ow
compuiter using; the Adami-?torrner meVthod r'wit' automaiticT, selection
interval of Integration ard a relativr- accurary of 10-', The
com"pItation time for one variant was about 10 ;1hutzs. Te

statistical characteristics obtained as a resula of these com-
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putations arc shown in Figures 16a, 16b. An examination of
the curves shown in these figures permits the following quali-
tative conclusions to be made:

1. As could have been expected, the influence of a
change in the constants of reaction rates was different for
different temperature ranges.

Nm L, CH

S- I

4 X

45 45 -45

"i-igtLres 16a, 16b. The dependence of various outputs-of
a plasmia-chemical reactor on the initial temperature T(O) for
different selections of constants of reaction rates kt" and kt.
16 a: the maximum concentration of acetylene, Z (ZM)- (curves I)
and tVe de-rees of decomposition of methane, , (curves II).
16b: the length of the reaction chamber.

1. (zM), shares by weight.

2. leplacing the constant of.the reaction rate of the
decomposition of methane 0 with k, has practically no effect
on th4 values and intervals of the curves, but replacing the
conotarnto of reaction rates of the decomposition of ethylene
(hA for 4rc ) has a substantial effect on the curves. This is
naturally e!:plained by the fact that in the given temperature
range, the relative change Ik is small compared to the relative
chan~e of kz.

In accordance with the physical sense of the constant
of -•action rate of a chemical reaction, a change in kL most
of aIl affects the effective length of th1 reaction chamber
SC:-•, n practical ter.ms, it affects the time of the reac-
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ti•r up to the point when the formation of C 11treaches a maxi-
mum). It affects less the absolute magnitude of this maxi-
rum. Hence it follows that the experimental value of kZ must
be determined with far greater accuracy, and the possible
sources of errors and discrepancies in the values of K ob-
tained in sources C443 and [4k61 should be analyzed.

In order to clarify the effect on the numerical solution
of equal relative changes of k and ks, we examined the inter-
mediate value of the lattcr constant t' .8*10 exp(-91/RT),
for which

that is, its relative change is equal to the relative change
of k,.

Figures 16a and 16b show the results of the computation,
given equal relative changes in k, and kL. As could have been
expected, the effect of replacing 14 with k is somewhat larger
than that of replauicg kA with kj (the relative change of the
constants in both cases being equal). The influence on the
time of the reaction is not large and, decreases with an increase
in temperature. The influence on' 3(zm) is somewhat greater
for higher temperatures than for lower ones, and greater than
the influence of an equal relative change of kO for k.

t Is possible that the results found above have a some-
what more general significance for the. high-temperature processes
that are a successive link in the chain of conversions. In eachconcrete case the decisive role will of course be played by the

ratios of the magnitudes of the constants and the "remoteness"
of the reaction to which they relate from the end product
whose output is being monitored. At the present time there
is nc criterion to indicate to what degree this or that constant
of reaction rate affects the output of the plasma-chemical
reacsor. The results obtained point to a possibility of using
the following sensitivity criterion of the outputs of the plasma-
chemical reactor to a change in a constant of reaction rate;

(7 (mIk [ [Z) k x k 1]

wlhere C'(z,,)j k,, [c(zn) k are the values of output
i(z,-) Acrrdsponding to two lifferent values of thý saLe con-
stant of reaction rate, is and IRu respectively.

it is possible to construct analogous criteria of sensi-
tivity for the outputs j and a,



T11 conclusion we note that the question touched on above
in a part of a -ore general problem concerning the sensitivity
of solutions of an equation set of chemical kinetics to the
change of the constants of reaction rates that are embodied in
the equation set (see Section V, beginning).

The investigation that has been carried out allowed us.
to construct the static characteristics of the process and to
show that the reactor may be regarded as a non-linear trans-
former. In the latter sense approximate analytical dependences
may be established between the inputs (for instance, the ini-
tial concentration of methane 'e (0), the initial temperatuPe
T(0) of the gas mixture) and the outputs, that is to say, the
magnitudes characterizing the process of conversion of methane
to acetylene (for instance, the maximum concentration of the
end product '8(zm), the effective length of the reaction cham-
ber L, and the degree of decomposition of methane, .). These
dependences may be established for several selections of con-
stants.

The relationships found for reactor outputs as functions
of reactor inputs enable the clarification of the degree of
sensitivity of various outputs to one particular input, and
also the effect of one particular input on various outputs,
both for the case of fixed inputs as well as the case of con-
tinuous random fluctuations of the inputs. The results ob-
tained for this enable a comparison of the effect on the out-
puts of fluctuating inputs with the effect on outputs of inac-
curacy in the given constants of reaction rates used in the
equations. In particular, for the process of the pyrolysis of
rmethane examined above, it can be seen from a comparison of
curves I in Figures 14a and 14b that in the given region of
chlange for the magnitudes of inputs T(0) and 'i(0), the maximum
of the concentration of acetylene (zm) is more sensitive toa change in i.nput T(0); it is evident that this must be taken

into account in the regulatlon of output'- (z ). In the case
i-h're the inputs : in our case, T(0) and,?, (0T3 continuously
ani stationarily fluctuate, they may be mathematically modeled
with th- aid of stationary random functions of time. The ap-
•roximate static characteristics of the process enable us to
fl'i'l th mathematical expectations of the outputs (in this
e-<arplc, •(zM), L and s) as functions of the mean-square devia-

YovrC "c tT-ie inputs--ir this example, T(0) and 'cl (O)--and also
c~oiputc the self-correlation functi"ons of the outputs--for
e::2nple, 3 (zM). in particular, the graphs of mathematical
Sv<?cctat c:i< m> in Figures 15a and 15b show that for ran-

aiz: o:.oiliations of inputs • (o) .u'• r(O), the averagc value

of t1.: output of the end product, acetylene, 03 (z ) may be as
much aq about 5.51' lower than the value of this m3gnitude for

too-



coonstant initial conditions.

The static characteristics of the plasma-chemical reactor
that have been obtained in this article may be used for the
solution of a number of problems:

a) for investigating the question of controlling the
end-condition of the process3 e.g. achieving a maximum of the
concentration of acetylene by means of changes in the inputs

1 and T(o)J;
b) for solving the more general problem of choosing the

optimal (for a given criterion of optimality) value of the
inputs--e.g.,T(o) and c(o) and others.

The correlation functions of outputs and inputs may be
used for solving problems of predicting the behavior of out-
puts of the reactor given fluctuating inputs (by using the
theory of prediction of stationary random functionq).

It can be seen in Figure 16a that the. scatter of values
for the output %'a(z ) caused by inaccuracy in the determi-
nation of constaAts of reaction rates k, and k for different
values of input T(O%, lies in the 2-10% range.- Since the
"decrease in output c (z ) due to random fluctuationg of in-
puts is of about the safe order of magnitude, these fluctu-
ations must be taken into account in any calculation for the
plasma-chemical reactor.

The approach developed in this article may be applied
without difficulty to problems with a great number of in-
puts, outputs, and constants of reaction rate'.

It should be noted that we have examined, strictly speak-
ing, one section of the characteristic surface in that multi-
dimensional space called "'input-output;" to construct approx-
imately that surface in its entirety could be done only with
the expenditure of a large amount of computer time.

In conclusion we note that certain of the problems
examined above are problems of information theory as well,
and warrant the corresponding written exposition in that
field as well

V. The influence of the values of the constants of
reaction rates of chemical reactions on_ the solution of a
set of eguations of chemical kinetics for example, the oxi-
dation of methane).

In looking at one or another variant of a reaction
mechanism, chemists evaluate the possible influence of a
change in value o0f certain constants of reaction rates on
the course and results of the reaction, Lf the reactions are
relatively ron-complex. It is evident that such evaluations
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of the sensitivity of a reaction mechanism to a change in
vtlue• of constants of reaction rates, if such evaluations are
even pozsiblo, become more difficult in the case where quite
complex reactions are under study. It is in this regard that
the problem arises of working out objective, quantitative crn-
teria of "sensitivity" of mechanisms of complex chemical reac-
tions and standard methods for computing these criteria.

As wll be shown, the method developed earlier (see Sec-
tion T) allows us to obtain by computer useful and objective
information about the sensitivity of mechanisms under study
to changes in different constants of reaction rates in various
stages of the reaction, for various conditions under which the
reaction is proceeding.

This section is devoted to the working out of a mathema-
tical method which will permit:

1) giving a quantitative expression of sensitivity of
this or that reaction mechanism (for a given aggregate of
constants) to a change in values of the constants of reaction
rates of individual stages, using the quantitative criteria
of sensitivity to be introduced below:

2) constructing an algorithm of computation of the cri-
teria we have introduced;

3) finding the dependence on time of these criteria for
various conditions, under which the reaction is proceeding and
for various selections of constants.

This method will aid in increasing the information derived

from experimental kinetics data, and will help give the chemist
objective criteria for evaluating and comparing the influence
of various conztants in virious stages of this or that reac-
tion.

VThe methodology proposed is illustrated below for the
exam:rle of the oxidation of methane.I 1. -oriTulatioa of the z~ob1em.

A1 is well !known th, problems of chemical kinetics, from
SmarIt.fatical pcinL of view, come down to the problem of sol-

7ing a, al'tf. .in : sots of non-linear, ordiLnary differential
cqc oi%' ' of the first order with coefficients representirn
oo;s~a'tz of reaction rates kR(q f1,2,..., m). For the sake
z.f 3.mrilcit• tn• ý'.-po•ition Ahat follo.z examines the case

S• ,rr:,. roactions (for whiciO. all k1 = const.) under
~ o~~dh ;~xwncirigthe -csuilts -obtained below to

<o- ,:o~~r~al reactlotni in a curr-ent stream does not offer
"f'f'r-il-es in prinoipleo

T'1:: z-f e.ua!;i.•s of chemlical ki.netics may be writtcn
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in the following form:

S = e I(c,k)(j =1,2,.... ) (62)

for initial conditions c (0) -c', where the function
f(c~)IO is the sum of tems of the form

kq[Cj] P ck,

where c_ are the present concentrations; n is the number
of compgnents taking part in the reaction; j2,s is the order
of the reactions.

The solutions to equation set (62) are functions of time
and depend on k, as well as on the parameters, namely,
ca =c(t~k). •rom the linearity of the right-hand sides of
eguat~iA;n set (62) relative to kq, it follow~s (source [7473)

that the derivatives ' c (t, k)/• I exist and are continuous.
Hence the mixed second-o ler derivative of the functions
c (tk) with respect to t and k exist and are continuous.
Differentiating the equation set (62) with respect to kq
(for a given aggregate of kq) and designating

uj7 (9, k) =•;

we obtain the following set of equations for the functions
Ujq:

- F [c (t), u (), kj, (83)

all *IIc (1). k]
F ig fe(t), u (1) kj + ,j, a c(t), Al u,q c (t), k],

,jfc(t), kJ = allj- c( -),i' .

in view of the fact that the functions F- depend not
only- on ujq but also directly on c., the equation sets (62)
and (63) should be solved concurreAtly for the following ini-
tial conditions:

cj(0) = c ; U-q (0) 0. (64)

The second of the two equalitics in conditions (64) i'eflects
the fact that cQ does not depend on the constants of reaction
rates kq,.

Solving concurrently the equation sets (62) and (63),
we obtain all the concentrations c. and also functions it.
for all moments of time. At prese t, it is not pos"ible~qto
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solve such equation sets (62) and (63), even for not very com-
plex chemical reactions, except on electronic computers. The
method proposed in section I of this article enables us to
obtain a numerical solution to the equation sets on a compo-
ter, to the required degree of accuracy.

The basic difference between equation set (63) and equation
set (6-2) is that the functions uj may take both positive and
negative values (in distinction 4om c ), anO also that there
are no limits whatsoever on the magnit~des of u These
peculiarities of equation set (63) are not crucial if the
numerical integration is carried out with the use of the algo-
rithm worked out earlier in this article.

flowever, it should be taken into account that for the
functions uo as well as for the concentrations c , the equa-
tion of bal,192e must be satisfied. Actually at aý moment
of time t Eu q (t) = -0 and inasmuch as 0u (0) --0 from
conditions (64 , u (t5 = 0. Thus solving Ne set of equa-
tions (62) and 163),Jln addition to the information derived
from the solution of the equatica set (62) of chemical ki-
netics, also yields quantitative evaluations of the sensiti-
vity of the solutions of equation set (62) to a change in
the constants of reaction rates embodied in the equation set.

2. Criteria of the sensitivity of equations of chemical
kinetics of isotherml-reactions to a change in the constants
of reaction rates embodied in the equation set.

Using the numerical solution of equation set (62) and
(63) it is possible to determine the following criteria of
sensitivity of the set of equations of chemical kinetics (62)
to a change in the constants of reaction rates embodied in
it.

Most evident, probably, but not the most suitable cri-
terion is the very function itself:

The cliff iculty in using this criterion is connected with the
known fact that ki may take on various dimensionalities
becaus.3e of the vakious orders of the reactions that are a part
of Lhe mechanism under study. Also the values of kI may dif-
fer from each other by many orders of magnitude. Mgreover,
the various concentrations c. may differ greatly from each
ot'hr, as well as change congiderably during the course of
the reaction. Because of all of the foregoing it is expe-dient to introduce the following criteria of sensitivity:*
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A &~(t A) eB (t. k)
C ) =ku c, (t, ()66

k& (t ) 6n 1  (t, k) u1, (t, k) A.j(I. k)Ok Olflkq ejQk) (67)

(*_ q_(t,_k)_
k, &j (t, (1, k) kUj (9, k)

j(k) 8k* t (k) aInk() ' (6)

*7l'e note that criteria (67) and (68) may be used only when
values of c. ý 0.

where c (k) is some characteristic (depending on the con-
stants Af reaction rates k as well as on the parameters)
value of the concentrationqof the j-th component. The maxi-
mum value of cj may be taken as •ik).

The criteria (65)-(69) give answers to several different
questions, For example, criterion (65) shows (for all values
of t) to what extent the concentrations c. change as a result
of a change of a k in a constant of reac~ion rate k , where
&k -4 0. At the game time criterion (68) detcrmineg forea3h mi~cm••en't of ' •. 1- 1)'-_- re-la~tive change~ c./c. in the con-

cý_ntraticn c4 caused by the corresponding 8haAge 4 k A/ -)0
of the conr.-tn't k etc. The constants of sensitivity '65)-
(69) may be partigularly useful in evaluating the influence
of a change in each of the constants k on any of the con-
centrations c. for any moment of time _, and also for evalu-
ating the infiuence of any of the constants oni all or some
of the concentrations for any moment of time. It is evident
that in the course of this procedure it becomes clear which
of the consta.its, and for what stages of the reactions, (and
a' what moment in time) are crucial or conversely, have lit-
tle influence on the reaction (for a given aggregate of k ).
Such research may be carried out for any initial ratios
the concentrations and any initial theimodynamic conditions.

We shall.make one more.remark. All of the results which
have been described concerning the criteria of sensitivity
are good for infinitesimally small changes in the constants
k fcfor a given auggregate of k ). In practice, as it is usu-

*ally done, the final incremeri t9 of kq are examined. Inas-
mtch as the solutions of equjation set (62) and (63), yiel-
ding c = cj.(t,k) and un - u- (t,k) are for mosb moments
of timl smooth functionof tA9 parameters k , such an assump-
tion does not lead to significant errors ifqthe necessary

watchfulness is maintained. It is evident that a sufficient
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mathematical condition for this is the smallness of higher-

than-first-order terms in the expansion of the functions

cj(t,k) by degrees 4kq in size. Since equation set (63)
i linear with respect to u 1 , the sensitivity of' the con-

centrations to a simultaneous change of several constants kq

may be shown as the sum of the respective sensitivities of

the concentrations c to a change of the individual constants

rtaken separatelyl.

3. The reaction of the oxidation of methane.

As an example of the use of the method outlined above we

shall examine the isothermal reaction of the gaseous oxidation

of methane. The reaction process of this reaction, not inalu-

din7 the reactions of chain breakage, is described in sources

C4811 and. C493 and is shown in Table 7. In Table 7 the values
of the con--ants k for T = 103 OK are converted to the dimen-

sion sec.-I using %he following relationships:

Skc; -- = 0,122. 10-7, oLtkWVM'

To =2730K, Vo 2,24.10' cm1/,•Le

611a + 0,-• CH3 + HO, to" 5 Ojlf6.01O-
CH8+OS-- CH3OO IOU 0 0,122.407
CHxOe-- CH*O +- CH" If" "20 0,425-101

CHg +u OH-- CH, + HBO low4 8. 0,169.108•
CHIO +- OH.- HBO +- }CO 1033 61 0.512-104
CHO + "O +IITO, ton 32 042840S
HCO + 01- CO +" HO foil 0 0,22.0-to

CH 0- HO.- H,0± + CH, 10O' 12,75 0,588"103
CHs8 +HOH-e HC0T + HCO 10"1 85 0,169-10.
CO + 011-- Co + It 104" 7 0,594.10'C.
CH,& H -. CiI, + T., t, " 0,643128.
CHtO + IH -. CO ± IIý 5.10 " 11,2 0,163.1 01

aq- kteip ( /T. ' -. r .

Tablo 7. The mechanism of the oxidation of methane.

Key: 1. reaction 4. the values of c in
2. cm /mole-sec, sec.-I q

3. kilocal./mole. 5. ** sec.- 2
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The equation set (62) for this reaction and the part of equa-tion set (613) corresponding to a change in only oysconstantof' reaction rate, kj, has the following form:

d, c , e(klc2 + k4c, + ksc, + k11c14)

tic2 Ca (kIC], + k2C3 ± k4C4 + kAc)

= - k~p,,c 3 + C, (klc2 kc :. + Lie,~c + k~je, +4 kocs)
d,

dt ~ ~~~~Ca I __- ksc, + kjc,3  ,(~c js ~e

tico =-cS (k*C7 + k,6, + k9c, + k13C14) + k3CS

d c? (k~c1 + kscG ± kloel') + kc, 70

de C, (k~c1 + k~cf)
klesell + c@ (kac7 + ksc2 + kvc, + k13c14)

kC'. + __e

kd ckc10 + I~csc)
dCt

del el (k11c1 + k,,cg)

tic1, kjcj k12c~c4 + k1lc~c10
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d (kic, j. k~c7 + kee + kie..a.,

P~1 d (k~c1 + k,,c3 + kae ~c )-(1
dt k. k7)-,k 1  ,-(1

-Ykj + 2 Y-, WT k1~) -C'C'

(-es) '.c- (kce, + kc,c + klellI+ kll) +

C+ -(k,c + k,c + kc,) + k

ks+ k7C + Cie'

dlOk k a1 / k

( OC 1'~ (k-.L+ e -- C'(- +-k

Oki k, k

+q (ke, + k.c +±k, + k,ac 4 + Ce



Used here for the concentrations (in volumetric shares) of the
fourteen components taking part in the reaction are the desig-
nations introduced in Section III-1. In order to determine
the influence of the magnitude of constant ki on the solution
of equation set (70), the equation set (70) and (71) must be
solved concurrently. In the case where it is necessary to
find the influence of a change in other constants, equations
analogous to those of equation set (71) must be written and
then solved concurrently with equation set (70). Thus it is
possible to find the sensitivity of all concentrations with
respect to all constants kq. In order to obtain data about
the sensitivity of all concentrations c. to a change in one
constant it is sufficient to write an 4quation set of the
type (713 and then integrate it concurrently with equation
set (70). However, in order to determine the sensitivity of
one concentration to a change in all the constants kI it is
necessary to obtain a solution to all n(m + 1) equations for
functions cj and Uiq. In order to obtain such a solution it
is possible (if thA capacity of the computer permits it) to
construct and integrate concurrently all n(m + 1) equations.
If it impossible to do it all at once, however, then the func-
tions uq = b c/b kc should be integrated first for one
group of constaits, Shen for another, and so on until all the
constants kq have been included.

The equation set (70) and (71) for various k_ was inte-
grated on the computer 'BESM'at the computing cenger of the
Academy of Sciences of the USSR by the method proposed in Sec-Stion,3 of this article with arelative acuayof from 10-4
to 10- , using automatic selection of the interval of integra-

tion. The computation time for one variant, corresponding to
changing one of the constants of reaction rates, is about 30

Tn the integration process on the computer, significant
time iti wasted on the computation of those concentrations
[Ihavi-g cj(O) = 0J whose values become -reater than zero very
slow.•ly, For example, for an integration up to t = 10-- sec.
absut 50C. of the machine time is spent or, the integration of
equation set (70) and (71) durinp its induction period (up to

Vt 10-1!, sec.). During this period the state of the system
lhas practically not changed at all from that of the initial
codmltions. The computatior time may be considerably decreased
* by meanz of removing the accuracy check with respect to these
0 coirvntrations whilc they are still s:-all •.1ithin the limits cf
acn,'acy. Tr the computation process, balance with respect
to c; as well as tc ujq is satisfied to an accuracy of five
cr c [x ¶ i-nificant fiPures.

)v° A discussion of the results of the inte"ration of
•un~io:-• set (70). (71) for the reaction of the oxidation of
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methane,

'The authors thank I.V. Igonina, who carried out the numeri-
cal integration of equation set (70)-(71) and checked the
preliminary graphing of the results of the computation.

The curves shown in Figures 17-22 illustrate the compu-
tations for criteria of sensitivity (65)-(69) for the oxida-
tion of methane. These curves were obtained as a result of
the integration of the set of differential equations (70)
(71) for the model isothermal reaction of the gaseous oxida-
tion of methanie under the following conditions:

T 1; - 1 03 K; c, (0) 0,29; cs (0)- 0,71; c, (0) = 0

(p= 4 it);/--! =0 (J 1,2,..... 14;q 1, 2,...., 12), (72)
" " Ok ) o,

and also -under the condition of a fixed aggregate of values
of corstants of reaction rates for the reaction (see Table 7).

V1 _cj A jo3 I7O line,

< 2

"" \1 1".

- 44 4

" -42 . 4I0 ,1

470 -



Figure 17. The dependence on time of the sensitivity
of the concentration of formaldehyde (06) to a change in
constants kq (q = 1,2,...,12).

i Solid lines: b)c6 / bln kq; Dotted lines: 'In 04/ 'ln

The numbers on the curves correspond to the numbers of the
constants kq that are being allowed to vary.

The line of mixed dots and dashes: the concentration of for-
maldehyde,

Key: i1 L. in see.
2. t in sec. "

45-

43-
45 -\45

4, 
4

C C 2  4 W 4515

Figure 18. The dependence on time of the sensitivity
of the concentration of water (c8) to changes in the con-
stants k4 , k 6 , k8 , k]1 0 .

Solid lines: Ibc 8 / ln kq; Dotted lines: "•In c8/. bln kq.

The numbers on the curves correspond to the numbers of the
constants kq that are being allowed to vary.

The line of mixed dots and dashes: the concentration of water.

Key: t in sec.
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Figure 19. The dependence on time of concentrations of
methane (c 1 ) and oxygen (02) and their sensitivity to a change
in the constants k2 , k6 , k8.

Solid lines: ac i/ ' hn kq; Dotted lines: "002 / 10In kq.

The numbers on the curves correspond to the numbers of the
constants kq that are being allowed to vary.
The line of mixed dots and dashes: -0ln Cl/ bOln kq.

Key: 1. t in sec.

45-5

a, ,45 4

45.

4 
-I 

.. . -.- _2 
i

-a,1--'

u igurc 20. The dependence on time of the concentration
(cT oand itH sensitivity to a change In constants k4, k5,

3olid lines: bc s/ bln Dotted lines: *ln c ln

The numbers on the curves correspond to the numbers of the
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constants k that are being allowed to vary.

The lKne of mixed dots and dashes: the concentration of OH3 (C3).

33 (3

iey: . t in see.

AS

V2 4 2s, 4O#5c

FVigure 21. The dependence on time Of the 6cncentrationuCHx 03• CH 00 (c ), and HC0 (cq) and their sensitivity to a
Qhnge iU thQ constanft k1.

Solid lines: %ci/ci max "bln kl; Dotted lines: '0ci/ci,'aln k1 .

The lines of mixed dots and dashes: the concentrations of
CH3 (c 3 ), CH3 00 (c5). and HCO (09).

Key: 1. t in sec. ,

2-n
j

2!

9 *U~ JO 210t, ceK

Figure 22. The dependence on time of the sensitivity of
the concentrabions CHI (c3), CH3 00 (c,), OH (07), HCO (c9)
to a change in constant k3 3
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The numbers on the curves correspond to the numbers of the
concentrations ci under study.

Key: 1. t in sec.

Tn Figures 17-22 are shown the dependences on time of the
"criteria of sensitivity of five concentrations sCH F- , 2,11El, [CIA20 and L 2 0J to a change in various constants or

3 reaQ ion rates (see Figures 17-20); as well as the criteria
of sensitivity of various concentrations to a change in two

C= constants of reaction rates (k and k ) (see Figures 21,22).
C For several of these figures, ior purposes of comparison, are
C= shown curves of the dependence on time of various criteria

of sensitivity for the same concentrations (c ) or constants
(kg), and also--for convenience--the curves Af the dependence
on time of the concentrations themselves.

As can be seen from the figures, the values of the cri-
teria of sensitivity may be positive, negative, or approach
zero. The positive (negative) value of a criterion-of sensi-
tivity at the moment t means that for the given values of the
constants, an increase in the given constant of reaction rate
leads to an increase (decrease) of the value of concentration
cA for that given moment of time. It iS evident that when the
v lue of the criterion is zero at time t, this means that
at that point in time a small change in k does not lead to
any change in cj. q

An examiPation of FIgures 17-22 shows also the following
details.

7or conc='trations beving a maximum (for example, for
.11. i . ... 17a, 17b) , ll±'v;A.ov.., -for the sensitiv'Ity with

r"C-o -a change In various cons-ants of reaction rater
f'tll I-o two categorics: a) curves that remain in the pool-
tiv, region for the negative region) of values of the criterion
of -,)nz.t:L.vity for all value. of t (that is, for the whole
duration of •he react'on); b) curves that may go from a region

.rf o-. sian for the values of the criterion to a region of the

7on' co.centrations whose values simply rise continuously
or fall contitinuously over time (for example, H2 0 in Figure 18),
oll.y curvoz of'the first category occur.

rfl:i.; Wie rn'acitude an•l slocn of the value of a criterion
or -,olsitIvity of any concentration oj with respect to the
Janc cons L'ant k! may in the course of the reaction change con-'
,Iderably. Ilenge it follows that for a comparison of the I
values of criteria of sensitivity for various o or kq, it Is
ocrJ7o-,; to stipulate the time or at least theJ stage of the



reaction at which the comparison is being made.

As could have been expected, for one moment of time and
under the same conditions of the reaction, different criteria
of sensitivity have different numerical values but of the same
sign (in parL-icular, they simultaneously cross the x-axis) (see
Figures 17a, 18-21).

If the curves corresponding to some criterion have a posi-
tive maximum (or negative minimum), then the curves for the
other criteria may have the same characteristic at a location
shifted some vertical and horizontal distance away. (See
Figures 17a, 10 and 11.) The criteria of each of the concen-
trations of CHO, H20, C114, 0 and CH3 with respect to a change
in various con'tants of reaction rate k at various stages of
the reaction are shown in Figures 17a, 17b, 18-20.

Let us look at the behavior, for example, of the criteria
of sensitivity of t e above-mentioned concentrations at a time

close to t = 2*10-ý sec. where the concentration of CH 2 0 reaches
a maximum Tsee Figure V7al. W note that the concentration of
formaldehyde at this stage of Nhe reaction is most sensitive toa change in the constants of reaction rates k4 and k (whichdetermine the rate of reaction of CH4 with the radicals OH and

110 ) and in the constants k and k . The sign of the criteria. ~of Zsensitivity of the concehtratioR of CH20 to a change in k4

and ke is positive, while the sign of the criteria with res-
pect o a change in k5 and k9 is negative.*

*It can be seen in Figure 17a that an increase in k (or k8 )
of about 10% at time t = 2"10-1 sec. leads to an increase
in the concentration o? CH O of about 30%; at the same, time
an increase in k of 10% causes a decrease in the concentra-
tion of CUI2 0 of about 705.

At the same time the sensitivity of the concentration
of CH 0 to a change in the constant k (determining the
reaction rate of CH 0 with 0 is sial near t -2.

sOc. It can be seen in Figure 17b that near t = 2'10-3
sec. the scnsitivity of the concentration of f~rmal.ehyde
to a change in constants k1 , k?, k1 , k, k 1 (see Table 7)
is relatively small. (Near this p intof a 1m s eveal of
the values of' these constants change sign.) :.car
t = sec. the concentration 1i i2 0 has the greatest
sasitivity to a change in1 k6 (see Figure 19). The concen-
tration of CII has the m~aximum sensitivity, with a positive

i, for the ýriterion to a change in constant k ; and a
somewhat smaller absolute magnitude (but with a 'Lgative
sign for the crlterio.;) of sensitivity to a change in ke
(see Cigure 20). It is pCssible to comparc the sensitivities

7- ?4 -

I



of the concentrations of 0 and CH4 to a change in the'constants
k2, k6 and k8 (see Figure J9).

It is also possible to see from these figures the extent
to which the relationship of the values of the criteria of sen-
sitivity of one concentration with respect to various con-
stants changes over the course of the reaction. In this instance
there are several cases:

a) The qualitative relationship (less-more) is main-
tained over the whole course 'f the reaction, but the quanti-
tative relationship of the values of the criteria differs in
various stages of the reaction (for example, it can be seen in
Figure 17a that the sensitivity of the concentration of CH 0 to
a change in k4 and k is greater than the sensitivity of tiis
concentration to a change in k 6 , for the whole duration of the
reaction).

b) The qualitative relationship changes in the course of
the reaction. For example, in Figures l7a, 17b it can be seen
that this is the case for the sensitivity of CH 0 with respect
to a charge in the constants k and k9 ; k2 and ill, etc.

Figures 17a, 19 and 20 show for purposes of comparison
the curves illustrating the change with respect to time of cri-
teria (66) and (68); while Figure 21 shows the same for cri-

j teria (68) and (69). It can be seen from these figures that, as
! could have been expected, with the passage of time these curves
Sbehave differently. This behavior is easily explained. For

n: 'amplo the difference in the behavior of criteria (68) and
' In ?.n ,g1ure 21 is explained by the fact that criterion (68)

S- ct-rmtnes 'he change of the concentration relative to its cur-
I trie.'t value, whi.le criterion (69) determines the chage" of the

co;•- ccutration rclative to its maximum value.
T
.' also note that the computations that have been car-

r.01 out cenable us to separate out those constants whose changes
have 'he l.a'act effect on one or ar.other concentration over the
whole course of the reaction. Thus it can be seen from Figure
1T',h "1-'a th,. curves of decpendence on time of the criteria for
k-, nncl c½,, fo- the e-ntire reaction, are closer than other
cti'V- t .the axis of time. This means that changes in con-
51ta nitsk", a.'1 k7 have the least influence on the concentration

Cot:iputationc showed that a change In constant k had
1.il;t i1%luonce on other concentraLions as well (wah the
e:ce'ntlo of the concentration of CH 00, whose magnitude is,
!o'.cvor, small itself). This circumitance indicates that in
t- reaction process, the stage that is determined by the oon-,Larl- 11 occurn with great speed. Such a oon1l sion agrees. , roeults obtained by Semenov (source n rom
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the point of view of the mathematical structure of equation set
(70)1 the small influence of constant k is explained by the

fact that this constant enters the equations only in the form of
the derivative of k with respect to c5 , and the latter is small
over the whole course of the reaction.

In conclusion we shall make several observations.

I. The crite~ria of sensitivity that have been constructed

must permit us objectively to evaluate the role of one or another
conCtants of reaction rates of individual stages of complex
chemical reactions. At the same time we find which reactions are
determining [cruciaJ] for the process in its various stages,.
However, we do not yet consider the interpretation of the curves
obtained above to be clear enough.

It is necessary to keep in mind that both in the mechanism

of the complex reaction, as well as in the set of differential
equations corresponding to this mechanism, a change in one of
the constants kc causes in the system as a whole other changes
which affect, s~rictly speaking, all of the concentrations to
one extent or another over the course of the whole reaction. In
determining with the help of criteria (65)-(69) tho sensitivity
of various concentrations to a change in the constants k , we
are really determining the sensitivity of the whole chemical
process to that stage of its mechanism that is characterized by
the given constant . At the same time it can not be for-
;otten that because Sf the very character of the set of dif-
ferential equations of the process, in any such criterion
there is reflected to some degree or other the changes in all
of' the concentrations; that is to say, there is reflected the
indirect tnfluence of the values of the other constants k_.
"rom tthe standpoint of cybernetics the reaction mechanism is
a system whose elements are mutually interdetermined, both at
ary instant of time t and also in the system's evolution overF tim'e.

A k.o,!cdge of the magnitude 4c./ -Bk is essential for
Ile proper organization of the experiment f~r determining the

constants of rcaction rates '?, and for evaluating the quality
of the result.S obtained.." q

"-in carring olit iodthormal ractions, for example, the tern-
perature is determined wilL a certa-i amouat of error a.
rPe•Tor the coeisequent error in the determination of tho constants

lk•..3zl_ ..... the irreni.is equation with the
energy of adtivation '>> .T, we find

dine
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"OrcC it follows that Acj/cj may be quite large even when

The criteria of sensitivity may be used not only in the
case of horiogeneous gaseous reactions, but also in any other
ty-pes of chemical processes (heterophasic processes, processes
occurring in condensed phases, solid state processes, etc.).
2H... approach, analogous to that developed above, may be used
for the stv'dy of the influence of various parameters (for exam-
plC, the degree to which the surface of a catalyst is occupied,
th.r lelgth of a molecular chain, etc.) on the course of a
ihcmical reaction.

2. Tr non-itothc'rmal react!.ons it; is possible to for-
.,L e temporature of this or that stage of the reac-

*.- ca. be done, for ].nstance, in the. case of reactions
'i n - in a c t tionary current). Then a knowledge of the

-'a:it',•. oe' ac./ 10k will help in the evaluation of the con-
S..... .....c,. a .ancouv thermal action on the course:

"coi.X c.:zi'al reaction. A similar situation arises
.:7r !..•o takc into accou'nt the influence of•'..-! or a reaction chamber , additiona] radiation

u ,.1-,•,. ,h :Prs•-em or add•tional quantities of one or
"',- r a.sent s introduced into the area of reaction.

1-.o approach That we have developed may be extended to. the
"- Aon-icothermal reacti.on. For' this purpose it is only

"• I L, 1-o leooka, the maý;..ltudca of 'ao ./ Zk., and Be /b 7
thfe othe e-

'f oz uf equaions Of t*pe (71) then increases, but the
.>Thhoc for zotvin- thie equations remain the same.
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